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'4- :2"2 ^X* ^ti;X^^ MWIW4 s-firou^
^4 1 1 0(Drt§tP!)7 Kl/^4-2 2'ttcS<5^X^

0 2 (iH=i^>p-7 3 l i *^afefenx< siinf-r
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— 9\ Sr, —is, BkihM**fH#T?f±*^--* 4 3 6

(f^JhSx— S:, i?u-^4 3 7 (C51*R <t 5

t«*I«t4 4 5S:tStt^5o r^i^^W*!

[0 0 5 3] I/O^j/774 1 9(4, ffl»«*4 1 2

«ot, «^-^3.0 2 (1 4 2 0OAtti^S:ffl^-r

[00 54l.**7.K^*!>^42 1(4, »JflP«*

4 1-3fCffio-C, $*ffl©D!)7K^4 2 2S:4^t
5t><0-?fe& 0 K*/T7K^*!?^4 2 1lt IO:

u^T Kl/74 2 2Sr^-T $^<ffl»il]gS4 1 l*3«ttJ«

ir U^^4 2 3U:ffl*LT^5 0

[0 0 5 5] i?U^4 2 3(4, ^JWS^-4 1 4(£t£o

T, $*fflOP 97 4 2 2 iIIffl©P !^7 Kl^

74 1 0 h<D?1b<D\<^tlfr—Jj&mtfL-t %>h<DX*&>

3 0 gEirl/^4 2 3(4, iBWLfc**, p-)7K^
4 24tLTP"?7 K^-T^-^4 2 5 KltH* UT^
<5©

[0 0 5 6] D!?7K^f3-^4 2 5H n?7K
U74 2 4Sr#«E-*-«-ri-C!7-Kai«4fflr#4 2 6

^tt, rttSr>^y'fe^4 3 3(D>?
i-h^tcm^i-5»

[0 0 5 7] *7^7-K^9f3^4 2 9f4,

7KW409 MS<51VT\ IR«t4 3 0

tOT&So 7^7 K^r^-^4 2 ,9 f4, ~®
^-4 3 0 Sr. y-^ir w^431 ttv^

5 0

[0 0 5 8] x~^irW^4 3 1 (4, il^S-g-4 3 0

jcft^'T^^E-.y ir/k4 3 3^^—^^4 3.2 0)^— <?

4-2;0-(0ABASrlWWi"a ib<Z)"e*)5o

[0 0 5 9] t« ^ y i?^4 3 3 (4, *3vr—* (ButIB

«J*;£*l/C^5. Kj?« jey-fe/U4 3.3 5**9*

# 7^7 K^*5<tt;o 9T -KU^»c:S<5VNTjg^t?#.

y ir^4 3 3(4, #®^2 ^^.h©*^- 16
Ofcim 2 4 09^^^«r-Tf#5«»t©**Sr«*.-C

[00 6 0] FRCf*—*H1!&4 2 7 *5«tt/F R Cir U

^^4 3 5(4, FR.C#Sfc<fcSWW*^*tT.5fcft©v

tOTfcSo FRCrefW*SCtf±, 015CStt*3

**:3E*.-TV**) o 'F.RG'5?—*SK4;2.7ttV F R C
»W**Jc Jt 5 «fH** Srfr 5 BR fc&g-fcFRC
4 2 8Sr4^t^t)Otfc^ 0 FRCf-^4 2 8(Ot

(7)'

5 e .

FRCt^#4 3 5fi, 1MSI2 t> h<D*^r
—* 4 3 4t»lSLtFRCf-* 1 HSrS^-fa
MS (FRCiW Srfi

1

? tco^fcSo FRCtu^^
4 3 5ft, FRCMiaot^^tl/cf-^^^ *
Sf-? 4 3 6 i: Lttl/^^ 4.3 7^ttl*tt^*5 0

[0 0 6 1] irl/^^4 3 7H 4 3 6 (ft

ihWx—^) »l3yhp-73 1 l^^^n
tl/^$/TT-^3 0 2 (ttW^— ^) ^-O^OV^
r*t*^#**JWI#4 4 5KftotIRt5tO-e*
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. 5o oS .9, *IUB0K»Jc:*v^f±, 3 0 2

*»£T&fc;h,T*fc*^— 1^*4 3 7K
55ittl±2.o©/v- h*SKJt bixrv^So l#l^)
/U-Mt 7-^^3 0 2JEM&, 1/0/^7 7 4 1

9, T^tl/^^431, ^*yt;M3 3, FRC
tl/?.^4 3 5, x—?^4 3 6

3 7HI5;v-fT*fe5o 2SIO/V- Mi,."* * y ir

/V4 3 3fSr^ta wt^< , 7-^^^ 3 0 2?:,

20 *«rA*:^#»W*.ttc* t*-*^* 3 0 2 fctt

t&H^V' 3.1 l i^bKiiHf?—^asA*$*trv^

-i?;^3 0 2(C(4CPU 3 0 4, 3 0 5

7ic*5^T\ f-^^7 4 3 6 by*—?'** 3 0 2t<D

.v^ix**-*srfwnpm-9-4 4 5 fcttorsww-s r t

X. 7s—#/<*3 0 2^birU^^4 3 7 2ocD
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i
§5J;5tftc"CV^o.Rt^^4 3 7(4, .r.©J:5

t-Lta^i/fc^tat/Tf-^ 4 3 8 t-.u-r

h
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Oftflctt*rt«W»ricSrH4^*Lfc.
'
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& fcfcJ0*?S^.*a s/.^- 4 0; 3 5:4^ b, . jfe^(US§ 3 0 8

, [ 0- 0:6v. 7 ]; 4 (4, tt^^7V*ft«ffi

;

(*aEEI^3:0-8ffl©«j|R«JE4.0 5, ^ K9^^<*
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[0 0 6 9] RMf4»±SO**»^t»B^>**»f^
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t?^^o SRAM-f^7x-70]i-K/7-f h^-T
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[00 7 3] vO*^A (CPU304f)'H<oy-K
K^tt, 7 K^/^ 3 0 l-SriiDTT*—

^ Kv-f/^L'S 1 3 0 7<£>T K^*aiHK4 0 8CA
jjZtiZe * K5<f^ L S I 3 0 7<£>T K^f
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^30lSr, ^7A7K^409, n"?7K^4 1
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lO'SrS&U P97K^424Uta^7K^
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tt, rcDB^Mcte, ^1/^^4 3 7^-^/^4 3 6 5:

i 5 4«Sr«fl»«-&'4 45t LTtH* LTP
io £ 0 i?l^^4,3 7tt % :(OW<ff-4 4 5«oT,
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t5**f-*4 4bSr5yf U ffiAStblHlBg4 4 3
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"3tt, :o$*7-^ 4 4 2}C*fiSLfc^SIB®J®SE4
20 4 4 £31^ UKA^*/^ 0 9 Cili^tSo RAffU«

ffi4 4 4<Dffi^tt3fe3t'Il]B3 0 8 <?£j*-J-5jfeSa«m

J£4 0 7fcRIMUTfflA$nT*5 9,-rjxfc'J:0tt*^
^;V3 0 9O1 9>T >-4)-©*'^Sr3l^-e#5o

[0 0-8 0] K±0»ff«r*5Sgi-r't-e»JhB5<Da*

[0 0 8 1 ] [»H©**ttff]-«iHSr*iS-^5»&'fc

S!»t**o *HiS^«8co^-^ K7>f^LS 13 0 7
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^yfp-73 1 l^FRC9J»5:ff5o
[0 0 8 3 ] t .»Bf=i>' hn—5 3 11fc, id

W««*^-f-W«*»*lUfcU^# (*Jfii-5EI5t

*5Jt5«fl»^^HlK5 0 5) Sr^t^TV^^ 0 ibBfa

ybp-53 11ft, :oi/^#©ft$*S:iBt5

ftBfs^-hP— 5 3 1 1 ttiSffitoFRCftllttlSrtT&So

fLX, *©fe*#fettfcl t'y h^FRCx-^Sr,
19>f^i"olB*; ^-^>^3 0 2 4rffil^Tx-^
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7
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•
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*li-5.i5*4tii-5 0 -t<wtt*, tW4 3 7tt,.
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S:fM»«#4 13t b"C*^T K^***:^ 42 1C
tttfjUT^So .^7K^*^,4 2 1|t r.cD®J

»«t4 1.3.(CLl) Sr*fi?VhU-*0*^>'Hlt-
Sr*^ffl<OD !?7K^4 2 2t 2 3

[0 0 8 9] 4 3 7 11, WJflWS-S-4 4 5 ir^o
x%.<*>wukib*® vm r^s .t^wy*«
S/t7K^*!?^4 2 1 <D*$Y. hMbSAT<D£ 5

fcBMftfcfcSb KK^*?.^ 2 1©

V^) fcH\ tW^4 3 7ll ,f.^^4 3 6 (o

*9;.^ jey
:
"fe^4 3.3lctt.jW*tl/TV^5.n— 15^^

RLTV^o 'S^T KU^*^y^ 4 2 1 (Dlb^ls MB
*SnO«f fctt\ tl/^^437
It t-^^3 0 2 (oS 5, ffijUf^vhu—93 1

l*»e>26fcix-C<5**f ff-*) -**R
:
.UCV*5. r<D

XoK. ^ * 4 3 7 fif?—*'**

3 0 2 (SbS^ Vh'n—73 l.li^©*/Tf-£0 £
aw u »H**ffi«EJi^"ett> ^ 1/^4 3 3 ©s*

[0 0 9 0] J;fc, Ki©^^ hn—9 3. 1 l.<Dib^t>,

irW*4 3 7,-**T K^^ 1)^ 4.2 l^tft^t
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( n..- 1) • S:* !?y hti^C, -SlI^ h 3:

1 1 tt n.9 >f V S ©***9*-* SrJW*]tea^1-5.

[0 0 9 l,]l 9^—# K9>fv*L S. 1 3 0 7 KlifbM^TW:,

hV^^ 4 3 9*5 ; i 4tw;^Lfc^>f,^>'^-C

(9)*

-cDlftiU^V' hn —9 3 1.1 *\feiJSb*LT#fcn9-<>'

^ 4.1 6T\ JI|S^> S*fr^4 3 8 .(tfjHj^V- hp —
9 3 1 1 ^b^fetvT^fcn9>r^g^9f--^) Sri 9

iri/^^4 3 7fi7-^^3 0 2S:l«L.«i^
ivO*5) o **5, IbH-^^-bD—9 3 1 ld»e><^*^

x-^Otei^tt, 01 4»c:i3ltaWEflr*.(9-f h-f*

4*39tt\ I© J: 5 5 9ii^fff-^

7 3/^0184 4 1 fc*^—*4 4 Oi UTte^i"

[0 0 9 2] "7y^^%AA Ifi, ^CLHI^
lit: ©*^9*—* 4 4 0 .&9 y 9- L , * 4

4 2 fc.UT«*l^«|ilK4.4 3kte^i~^ (01 3#
BB) o «*tt»ialK.4 4 &f±, r<D**9;-*.4 4 2

JStT**W»1tEE4.4 4.Sri*UtBA-f« 0 ffARBib

mff4 4 4<0H$#tt*£@k.3 0 8CO*j*i75*Sa*i
20 SJE4 0 7^^U-Cm^^nT^<9, £jxteJ:"0KJ|
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w
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4
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"
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9 0 0 5r±Ttc 2 f@<5o OftfMfl) Efi
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MAW* 9 "2 "7 tt. «ftWKliaiS9 4 3 RlffiASHT*5

Tl^5o'ft»JW<S-g-9 4 5tt. irl/^^ 9 3 7—m^J^H
* T*3 9i iri/^^ 9 3 7 S ix"C V ^5 20^)7-^

(7-^^X4 3 6, 7-^/^3 0 2) <^5t)V^

-fH^-^Sr^irv^^ 9 3 7 tmtiir?>(D\zm^h3n

TV^5o ^-Y 5^fM»Eli8 9 l lfct>±a©IW

[0 10 9] -K^-r s^^«wiaB9 rift, m&'<*

»*fi*'ixfcV^^ 9 110 Srii^T^So fc,

^5^^iW»iatt9 rifcfi, -t©«F, «*^3o
9 ±^*5^Sfl»I# i^7^f >-^*tiS b-fc**"r—^ Sr>

*yiZ7W9 3 3*^bR*tHi"^#***^nr
9' 2 2-3SS7^jS^T^5, ±JficO#J«l«*9 4 5tt:^3

Uv1^^ 9 1 1 0Ort§t P|>7K^9 2 2 iC*^

-^3 0 2 (KiBfra^ hn- 7 3-1 1 ^b^t>HT< S

so 9 3 4 (»±W-r—^) Srx iru^^ 9 3 7(cS^^^
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[0110] I /0/<s/-7-r 9 1 9}±, 9 l 2

fct*oT\ 3 0 2, 9 2 0.<pAW*&ffil»-t*
.

[0 1 1.1 ] KW*#?>-^ 9 2 Hi,

Sfc<OT*>a« !^7K^^^V^.9 2;l:fi, rcD

p?7K^ 9 2 2**-<5>'^»JWiaK9..1 l*3.fctf-

i?l^#-9 2 3l£a#LTt>5o ; ,

[0112] -fe * 9 -2. 3li; # 91 4 Cfto
,

m&m<OT3 $7 9 2 2 tJSSfflcDD 97 KU=

7 9.1.0i<D5 *Sr»Wi"5 tcox-fe

£ 0 K-feU^..* 9 2 3.fi; il^bfc^Sr, n#T
9.24i ITP ^TKk^T?-^ 9 2 5 tetti* UTV^

[0 1 13 ] p,^7K^3-^9 2 5tt, n £T K

WO 2 4*«lK^«ri^^-KapiR«#9;-2
,^LT, ^ttSr^^y.ir/V9 3 3.<p#—

[0 114] *5ATK^f3,-^9 2-9(4, 7b>
^^aHJK 90.8 <oa^iT5* 7 AT. KW* 9 0 9 MS
.-Avv-C,-S#Wt-f-9 3--0Srife*.-t

f

5. 1t>©"efc5o IS#7

AT'Kk^7f3w-^9. 2 9 ttu r.
;
«>aKfS-S"9 3 0*.

[0.1 15]. "f—9^^.9 9 9 3 1 tt, aRtlt9 3 0

^oX^^eyir/^9,3 3G>f*—*'**
:

-9-3 3(Of-^
ilftSraK-t"5wi:^:.^*y-fe^9 3 3^<?D*^-^

: [0 1 1 6 ]. tfe.y ir/k9 3, 3 fi, *^7^-# OHUhBf.

jij&T Ki<^*5i-tJ?p i>t h;V^lvS^>.>"CjgS"et

5«t.5fc*-=>"CV.^5; -Ji3fibfct*5!)p«.-=ey-fe/u9 3 3-

H\ .#0*2 h<&**^— *«r* 16 0tti^ 2 4

[ 0 1 1
. 7 ] . t ^ 9 3. 7 ttv.**xr? 9 3' 4 (f£

ihH^—^) EbH^^ h 't? — 7 3 1 1 fabAtl&fo:

T^5*^7*—-.*:3 0 2 (SbBf-X— : ..<^5*><£>H

zmmm^ ? 4 5 fc«ota^s
3 0 o£ 9 , lOt^fllfciaoj-CJi,^-^^ 3 0 2

'S'5*^Ktt2ocoyVr^>«K^e>-JxTV^5 0 l#g<£:

7V- Mi. *f—'9'** 3 0 2-EASL 7 7 9 1

9, r-^tl/^^931, ^^-y-feyV9 3 3, -7*—

9 3 4 ^m C^± ^9'9-9 3-7 KMSvu— htrfo

So 2#§<£>/V- Mi, - ^^.yir/i-9 3 3^Sr^t^;,
£ft< x ^-^^3.0 2&^m&<'^k&:9 9 3 7\Z

WMfttv .x— 3.0 2fCttibPip>'hn—7 3 1

1 tb®^--9 &At) $ tuT

v

n £ o D ft

^.-^SrAA-f^ffllW^fi, *>**3 0 2fc»±C

PU 3 0 4, y ^ey 3 0 5*4^»lhH^-^3ftSA**
jh/Tl^o flcoT, izl^'* 9 3 7jr*5lvT.V—
7 ,9 3 4^.7*—^.^ 3 0,2 t<D 5 £(DVyfftd»—

. W«f9.4;5^oXSKt5^tT% f-9s<* 3

io 0,2^birV^^..9 3 7 tCzES. 2 o<£>/V— h<0 5 %^>^

rn*** , .
c.ta«t#. * i ,5 ^* o t

V^So K-fel^^.^9 3 7fi, .roiMaTMlfc*
SrSSf-^ 9 3. 8 t IT i<7

;
f l/,^7 ^ 9 3 9^tH^

[,o i i s].^,^mmmm\^n^±y^9 937

9,4,^7 tmrnyx^ (Ei4#K) o ^ .{
[0.1 19 ] V7b^7^;9,3 9(l. 8 lf^ h^^f^]

[0 12 0] 9y^El»9 4-lf±,.»J»flt* (7!/f*
, . ,9 171C,to

t
T. (o* 9,/ *S[h]^ 9

;
0

;
2 O^Sil

9 0 3 \Zmm UT) S^^V 9j 4 0> 9 7 ^i"

.

;
5t).OTfc§c si77t^9 4 Hi, 9 y^Lfc^—
^ *^57?—^9.4 2 t UTJKfiBftEIteg^ 3—

m

[01,21] .»Sl^iblil8& 9 4- 3 fi, ss/yzmkmtt
Hi9 v (

**x-^9.4 2 ^^Ufc^ftlg^mJE9 4

4&±&irZ)h<DX*hZ>o s</VXJ^Wm?f£kpis mi
30 6 fc*i7t* 5 , a^n.tp^afft^^o' 9 ^r-

1 6'0,M.T1iv S^fflraS: 3,^5>U ^-^mffit-^^
. ^affi^r.co3^L^^ft.^

[0122] ^u^m4 0 2\^mm9^ ^>'^m.'&ir

5feft.O$S«
:

0 7^4 0 3Sr^U. *aiHlE§9 0 2

1:6.1:2 3],maSlH]^9 0^4*i,;»^/^/VW»«flE •

40 (*3EE|Bffl 9- 0 2 ©«jRIBBE 4 0 5 >: —A K9>f^
L S ,1-9- 0 .0

:

fla-9SjS«JE 9 0. 6)^*^ Lft#pi~3

•
' [ 0 1 .2; 4;] ; ^ib\ MB-3 VKP-7 3, 1 ;l^#l^*5 «t

;
Mmt^m^fc^ 1^IW i Ill^-e'fcS (El 5

: #rs)-o flu ^m2<DmMmmx^>^.i<Dm^m^
tmte<9;%R C&—9 fi^B*,2 t-^ Y<bif-r9 t It:

v > 5 o hp-7.3^l iifij 5:E R effltftt X St

. ^tJ^»t >v^^ ^^^^^;•s^I4 9 o o&ft
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'fM«&fTV\ FRC#J»tei!> 1 2P»W£Jl±(DfW»SrtT

[0125] fcfc, *3i»»«K:*f«- SS^Kj^co^

[0 12 6] »Mf±»JhB©*^itif^fciliHo**»f^

[0127]' \^±m(o^mm iMiwjcoi^-ctt*

CPU304W*y 3 0 5 rtoS^x—^ SrHE^ta L

9 3 3^<0T^ir;*te x 9 S^AKfrfciT/So

CPU3 0 4OT^t^ttSRAM^^7x-7

[0 12 8] EAT* ^ I 9 00^^
y ir/V9 3 3^<D^^^—^<^£&^ ^^-yi?/V9

3 3^^cD«^-^cD^ab^o^TlftPJi-^ 0

[0 12 9] tfx ^^eyir/V9 3 3 ^(DitTsky*— & <D zo

[013 0] i/XT-'j* (CPU3 0'4§) r^b^y-K
FT KV7(1 T K^/^ 3 0 l'SriiCTT*—

^ K?^^LS I 9 0 0<DT VlsxWMm&B 0 8 t£A

ZlZthZo "#ff—^ K^^LS I
9-0*0 07 K^^W

3g[e]g§.9 0 8 I*, ^Mti»fl^9 0 1 tai^t^T* "

©B^T^Hr***, g fe.cojRi-^'r—^ S r

ib^it^T-^ Ky^^LS I 9.0.0l:»t

*3 0 1 4:, # 7^7 K^'* 9 0 9, n Kw* 9 1

[0 13 1] A7A7K^f3^9 2 9'ft,

7^7K^9 0 9tf3-Kf5, x-^^l/^^9
3 1 tiro-r a- KJfeSlfc*^-C, MiS-T^T Hi"*

[0 13 2] —*\ i?V^ 9 2 3 n * 9

lOSrjffifcU D?7K^9 2 4iLTD|?7K^
^n--^9 2 5\cmtji~Z>o' KU^T'a—^9 2^

5tt:<0P'!^7K^9 2 4£t^'-KU T^-KfcT *>

ftfc^SC-C^MI'l^SraWi-*. rtUcJ:^ CP
U3 0 4t*. ^co^il^^ixT^^^^^fcct^-
Klftfc i oT££ 5 ^ * y Hr/i" 9 3 • 3 ±<D0fje<O tVh'

[0 13 3] tfctc, ><^ryi?/V9 3 3d^O$/Tf-^

[0134] 5^iwwiaBS9 i lr*; 1^**9
1 1 0Ort?io!>7 KV* 9 2 2 i"S:?*Bi-5r i:
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B^iCf*, 9 3 7jJ*f*—*><*9 3 4£riliR1-5

•t5*«SrWJ»«*9 4 5fcLTttJ*LT^5-. irK*
^9 3'7ft r<Ofa»«*9 4 SfcCeoTf*—*^9
3 4£iIiRU Rf*—*^*9 3 4£JaCT^y*t/v
9 3 a^fett^mstu-c*^-* (&mm2^y h,

[0135] V7F 9 3 9 tt, S^t*—* 9 3

4 1 tt, ¥ffl»3T\ h U^X^ 9 3 9 coffin

t'5S/TT-^ 9 4 0 £9 s^U M^iEtfJlUSS 9 4 3

fc***^-* 9 4 2 t ITfflAtSo ffABft[I]K9 4

3 tt, :'^t*f-^ 9 4 2 idiStT^^BXW (P

WM) »J»fefrofc«*IBib«£E9 4 4Sr**/^/V3
0 9»Cffl*i-5 0 «ABtt*EE9 4 4<DtU*tt3feaEEIB&

9 0 2<DtoiJt-t-*jfe3lEa««*9 0 3tC|DfflLTtil^$

tiXteV, rJxt J; 0 jRft/^^ 3 0 9 0 15^

[ 0 1 3 6 ] si±<DW)tt*m 9 B-*-;: £ -e»Jtlf(0**

[0137] [»H(D*5*»fls] ttH***-fS»&fc

KfcftSo *mMMM(D7*-? K9-f S I 9 0 0

tt,- rtutcM^-r^fefeWT^ck 5 4»H»fPSrtf5.
[0 13 8 ]' IbiSx— ^tt, ftW^^hn— 9 3 lit
C PU 3 0 4-t^ttHflEJB^-f ^fe'ftBfftS^aaSrfi

1

3^>d-7 3 1 i*SFRCftO«!Srfi1

5o

[0 13 9] tt^>X\ ii|3/hP-73'l 1 fc, ft

WU-^^EIKS 0 5) -Srflt*.Tl^5o ttlS^ V h n-
73iitt, rou^^ort^&flkB-rar.t-c,

hP —73 1 1 tt±3fiOFRCft!I»SrtT3fc5o ^tt,

y-T >-^ToJiH^; "f—$/^?s 3 0 2 Srii DTr-^ K

7>f^L S I 9 0 0-maS5 o
-

'

[0 140] f-^K7^^LS I 9000^-f^^
ftOWHlK'9-l l t,-EI«Jcu^^.9 l l-oortgio
!^7K^ 9 2 2 t Srfifcfg-fS r. t"C-t©«F*S«!ii©

t<Ofcft,.*>f 5>'*r«miiaBS9 1 ltt, r^^cOffl^J

f§#9 4 5 Sr, ^^^ 9 3 7^-^/^3 0 25:1
ft-T5J:5fc«i:1-5. tu^^ 9 3 7ll
f-^>^'3'0 2 SraCTSbi®^^>d —9 3 1 li^fe

SfeixT< 5FRC-r-^5r^JRL, i/7|i/^^9
3 9»cfflA**«. Cixet|»l4,*»itWO»*i:ra«K:

IT, r ©^/v^B»JWOfffctbfc»ftlElli«JE4 4 4
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*SCJc:J:5 4Rfil*Wi v F R C POT8*S;K i 5 1 2Pg

a?* 5.

[0 14 1] ffjpjn >- Fn-y 3 1 1 frhv'—?

Yv4^L S I 9 0 0'><DW)lM7s—#fe&<D#4 ^

&&X$Z.<DWm'T— $ Yy4^L S I 9 00ft

x*<Dmm<D#4 * ^jf%m 1 2*, ei 1 3, eu.4&fl§^

[0 14 2] r.r-CORW"Cf±, 94 5>^fM«l|IHS4 w

1,1©V^^4 1 1 OlC^^T, ?8Efi^^^3 0 9(D

n^-f y^bm?^ V£-C£>3S& (n<m) 3&S»jIIiS*

[0143] SbH^y.hn —9 311 *?e>7*—* K9-f

9 0 0 ^oKjH^*^—9 ©te2IM:» l <£>llJ£^fS t

[0 14 4] #H*2 tf ^ hO*bIB*^'7:f— ^tt, X—
,<?/^^3 0 2 Srao.-CffijS^y- > n — =7 3 1 liii^T-

?>#7^^LS I 9 0 Ot 1 ?4
l$nT<§o 01.3fc*5V^, CL 1 ttzMFJWIWSr*- 20

fc-rraMft^-Cfc 0 , S^»(Sf90 7 (H6, 0 7

: [0 1 4 5] $ ^yfty»nii» 9 1 :^cl 1

Sr#Jflp«-g-9 131: l;TSS7K^*^y^9 2 It
U^LTV^a. »*7K^W^9 2 1tt, r<D«|.

Wft-g-9 1 3 (CL1) U -tO#5^Hfi:
.Sr**JB<7?n £T Kf* 9 2 2 t LTirl^^ 9 2 3(1

fctt^UTV^o
'[0146].tI/^93.7B, fMflWI* 9.4.5 fctfco

K^W^ 9 2 1 0^7 ^>>{tt^T^J: 5

4HfiStJb5 0 of ^ S/T7K^^?^9 2 lco : .

(^B#) -ttt, ir U>^.9 -3-7tt % 7*—#s<X 9 3 4 (o

*9\ ^^y-t^9 3 3tftjttSilT^5n:-;l 7^ X

* 9 2 1 co# 9 >- Mca* n com (wm&7Fffl$<om t
«\ 9 3 7&*.t—9'<* 3 0.2 (oJ0 s 1
@fz3>- Fd.- 5 3 1 l:^fei^bHT< 5***77.— ^) £

.9 3 7ttf-^^^3 0 2* 3 1 1 *\

fc^**x-*) 4r»WU ttH**^^^*;*^
y-fe7V9 3 3*0**7*— ^Sr3aWi",5o

[0 14 7] lt:Bf3ybD-73 1 lOlfftv
9 3 7, **X KU'** ^-^ 9 2 1 <DW)ftb<

-#9 2 ISP (n-1) fSr*-!>^hi-S
t
WFtex »H = > Ir;

n-731 lfin^ VB<©'**^—

[0148], 7—* Kv-T^L S. I 90 0 {£*5.^TI±, so.

24

*s7 Kl/^^ 9 3 9d5, Ell 4^bfc^rC->/ ^t?'

^©tbH^^ h a— 7 3 1 1 frb&binXZtcny'O
g©x-^ (1 &^5&tf. '^fcfc>*>»

h Wv'T.f 9 3 9f±, WEfc-£Kl|^3W L7ti<:7 ^Py
^916t ; ^x-^9 3 8 (W)ffi=>^hv-

7 3 1 l^bj^btfC^fcnv-r Vg©x—?) Sri 7

9 37(3^-^3 0.2 SrSliRLfc^fii: $

ih/Ci^S) „ fc*^ tb®="V ho—.7 3 1 i d»?>o*^;

7*— *'©ie3&tt» mi 4K:*i»t5WE«*. (7-r h-f^

-7*/WS-8-) R:|BJ_3BL-CtT.*>*fCi^S. ^7|u^^
9 3 9 (4. r<OJ; 5 9 iiA/fcf*-?

7^7^08S9 4.1lC*^-rr-^.9 4OiLT^i-
5. . .

•

[0149] -7 7^-|3K9. 4 1 ^©CL 1 {f-§-K:|D

fflLXr©g/Tf-* 9 4 0 &T7 y^U S*7—* 9

4 2iU-C«*»»iaiS9 4 3K*ogfei-5 (H13#
fig) o *£iSiei!)lH]8&9 4 3 ft, Z-nWrff—f 9 4 2

(#®fii2 try h) mwiSb-r^A'^waefijfetTofctt

i&|Eft«EE 9 4 4 Lffi^J-f-Sc ^SfEttttJE 9 4

4 0WAtt*aE[HlK9 0 2©^-r?)*Sil^ffi-i-9 0

,3 L^a^SntfcU. rttJCJ: 9^^/1-3
0 9 © 1 7-f..V^©*^^|?Jat?# 5»

[0 1 5.0] K±©tt^Sr«fc93Ki-r. i t?tliSai*^Fr

[0 1.5 1] £A±KW.Ufci*S0ttS|2OSIlt»*O«[
S^3S1BT?rt:, f-fKK^LS I 9 0 0(Di)|^5

^^yir/l^g 3 3 Sr^lhPift^^W^ffll/^Tt^o

fcfc, ^ y ir/v 9 3 3 coS^SrffiSlcfr 5 ^ii5^

5WBI*^tt» fbSffa^ ht3-7(CJ;5FR.CftiWi;

51 *<Dtctb. 7s—? K7^^LS

(?t^it»«i
:

«'f4.
1

.3 2pwp) .^^^^m^riet

[0 15 2] ^(C^3©3US^IiT-fc5^ft«^«

[ 0 1- 5 3] f 3 <DMMMt$y\i^ttt

[0154 ]. z(om&m^u^±fcffi!$te.- f-? k

7<^ 3 0 7.tCf^*?oT7—i?;K7^/<l,4 0 OSrfflV^

. , Ml «>*M0»ji; (EI 1 t mmx'h

. K7-T^L S I t4 OiOJcfeSov^-wT-, ..rnjU^tt,

7—^K7-f S I»1 4$0>
(
g Srf^vttW 5 r i:

[0 l?5.75']r#7*-* K7.^?.%S I^i-4,0;0[i;

$K 3- 1; y/H©*^-^ &\V i; ^, 0 m*,.. 2;4„fb 7-W>-
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7^>US I 1400 T? 160X24 OBfSfoaSft^^

f±3 2 0 X4 8 0S^tfc5fc^ ^(Df-^K7^^
LS I 1 4 0 0"Sr±TK2ft<5o (^f+4{@) IBjlU

±T2 4 ^1*o©2WffiWtb«rfr5 <t 5K4ot

[0156] 08, BI9^i-i:*5!9, 7*—*

LSI 1 40 0(1 T KU^flfaHIKl 4 0 8,

l/tfWmW$h 14 11,. I /€>'< ?/7t1419, *^ io

7K^*!?^1421, t^^l 4 2 3, v^T
K^f^-^1 4 2 5 N ^7^7K^7=>^14
2 9 , y*-#± U^^143l/y^ey ir/v 1 4 3 3,

iri/^ 1 4 3 7, ^7^/^^ 1 4 3 9,

81441, ^HIESBjUIK 1 4 4 3 Sr«;tT^5. t£

*3RCfc»^#«fll*lft, ^1 4 20, 1 4 3 2, 1

4 3 4, 1 4 4 2«*«r«f*/C^So

[0 15 7] fc*5, KB 8* Bl9fcttx EIH;i*5^Ttt

*B& Lffi^TV^^ofc, 3&£IHB£4 0 2 , m^HI&S 1 20

4 0 4 fcSI^Tl^So

[0 15 8] T.KU* 4 0 8 fi, fM«m#3
0 3, 1 4 0 1 ^S^TT Kl"J* 3 0 1 £#7AT K

^14 0 9j3<fcU!n#T KU^ 14 1 p fc3Etfti~5 t>

(D-Cfe-So 7K^fWl 40 8ll *7'A7Kl/
^ 1 4 0 9**5^7 K^X"5*3—^1 4 2 9td*' —
*\ D^7K^14 10S:tl/^^ 1 4 23Sr^tt
p 97 Kl/7f3-^l 4 2 5^lT^5o fc*5»

WJflWff-g- 1 4 0 1 f4, 4o©f-*K7^/a:.S.I 14

[015 9] ^^fi>ir»mm»i'4 1 m, *jwb#
3 0 3 *3 «tW*^HI»3fff# 1 4 0 7 ;&>&7*—* K7>f

L S I 1 4 0 0 WSi^^ttWfg-©- 14 1'2, 141
•3, 14 14, 1416, 14 17, 1418, 142
7, 1 44 54r£j*-f*t><0-CS>5. rix&^fWWW*
CD 5*>, ffil»«#l 4 1 2fi 1/0^^77 1419C
ttijj&tlX^&o ffiWWt* 1 4 1 3 14, SS7K^*
^#142 l^m^$tbTV^ 0 fcJflM§#l 4 14
tt, tl/^^14'2 3Hffl*$^t^^o fflflWB* (v- 40

7F?ny?) 1 4 1 61^7 h I'V** 1 4 3 9 left

AS^tv^o MfffB-t (5s^«#> 1417ft 7

s/^Elg&l 4 4 l»cai*$ixT*5 5, S^-rp-^^r^iy

4 1811 ffiAKUSIttl 4 4"3l:fflA*ixt*S

ffl»«-g-l 4 2 7(1, ?K^|gW)lHlSSl 4 4 tfK'ffl**^

fc;h/CV*4 0 '»JWI#1 4 4 5(4, t^# 1 4 3 7^"

irl/^^143 7teSSSfc£*UTt^5 2 so
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OO-r— 4 3 6, 3 0

2) £0 5^0^Ttu^-*Sr^irU^^ 1 4 3 7 35*8*?.

4 1 1 fct>±iE(0WJWB*l 4 0 liSA***i/TV^5 0

[0 16 0] «*>f S^fMWISBSl 4 1 1 tt,

14 11 O^IitV^o
K*^ 5 v^fMWHtt 14 11 fcitt, -t<bfl#,

;V3 0 9±fcte^5{WSB09^^fc»JSbfc*^Tr—
^O ^ y ir A' 1 4 3 3 a^BG^ttrt-^f d»Sr^i-n £

7K^'1 4 2 2*AA^tVv5 0 SJSHI-1144 5

(i:©^- 14 11 0(Drt§t D?7K^14 2

2£fc£<5v^T£j*$nT^5 0 03=9, tbS**«*
"t?tt*^7f—^3 0 2 (tblf=f >- hn— 9 3 l-l*>fei£

**'Tf—* 1 4 3 4 OHUkHrr— irV^# 1 4

3 7lcM«*-e:5 J;5fc«l»«*l 4 4 SSr^ftLT^

[0 16 1] I/0/^y77l4 19tt;MW*14
12Kot, S^f-^ 3 0 2, 1 4 2 OCDAffi^Sr

[0 16 2] S*7'K^*!>^ 14 2 1[4, fffl»«

#14 1 3t£t£oT, S^IO^T Kl^* 1 4 2 2

£j*1-5fc£>T?&5 0 ^*^T K^^^^ 14 2 1

(4, rcDn KI/t; 1 4 2 2**>f 5 ^^ftOfWEKl
4 1 HaJzUHrV^ 1 4 2-3Jcm*LTV^5 0

[0163] ir^^l 4 2 3(l #J»fS-g- 14141:
^oX, aSffi^n |>7 1 4 2 2 tSlfflOB
T KW^'l 4 1 0 i^S^^l^H**—*SriSlRi"5 1

t>
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* NOTICES *

JPO and NCI PI are not responsible for any

damages caused by the use of this translation.

1.This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.1n the drawings, any words are not translated.

CLAIMS

[Claim(s)]

[Claim 1] In the data driver which outputs the liquid crystal driver voltage impressed to the data line of a liquid

crystal panel according to the indicative data into which it is inputted from the outside The data bus into which an

indicative data is inputted from the exterior, and the address bus into which the address is inputted from the

v exterior, It has an output bus for outputting the data read from the display memory and this display memory for

memorizing an indicative data. It once stores in the field on the above-mentioned display memory which becomes

settled based on the above-mentioned address into which the indicative data inputted through the above-

mentioned data bus was inputted through the above-mentioned address bus. Then, the data-processing system

which reads to the order which was able to define separately the indicative data stored in this display memory,

and is outputted through the above-mentioned output bus, The data driver characterized by having a voltage-

output means to output the liquid crystal driver voltage according to the data sent through the bus of the

direction chosen by selection means to choose either the output bus of the above-mentioned data-processing

system or the above-mentioned data buses, and the above-mentioned selection means.

[Claim 2] It is the data driver according to claim 1 carry out that the above-mentioned selection means is what is

constituted including the selector which chooses either the above-mentioned data bus or the output bus of the

above-mentioned data-processing system according to the directions from the memory which stores the

selection information used as the criteria of selection, the directions circuit which outputs the selection

directions according to the above-mentioned selection information, and the above-mentioned directions circuit as

the description.

[Claim 3] It is the data driver according to claim 2 carry out that it is what issues the directions which choose the

above-mentioned data bus, and takes out in the directions which choose the output bus of the above-mentioned

data-processing system when other as the description during the period when the data which should be outputted

to the field where the above-mentioned selection information specified the field on the above-mentioned liquid

crystal panel at a field, and the above-mentioned directions circuit was specified by the above-mentioned

selection information are sent through the above-mentioned data bus.

[Claim 4] The above-mentioned selection information is a data driver according to claim 3 characterized by

specifying the field which displays the animation on the above-mentioned liquid crystal panel.

[Claim 5] the 1st gradation control circuit which performs gradation control based on the indicative data to which

the above-mentioned data-processing system was read from the above-mentioned display memory — having

this — the data driver according to claim 1 , 2, 3, or 4 characterized by being what outputs the data of Ushiro to

whom gradation control by the 1st gradation control circuit was given through the above-mentioned output bus.

[Claim 6] The gradation control circuit of the above 1st is a data driver according to claim 5 characterized by

being what performs the above-mentioned gradation control by the FRC method.

[Claim 7] the 2nd gradation control circuit which performs gradation control based on the above-mentioned, data

sent through the bus of the direction where the above-mentioned voltage-output means is chosen by the above-

mentioned selection means — having— this — the data driver according to claim 1 , 2, 3, 4, 5, or 6 characterized

by to be what outputs the electrical potential difference obtained by gradation control by the 2nd gradation

control circuit as the above-mentioned liquid crystal driver voltage.

[Claim 8] The gradation control circuit of the above 2nd is a data driver according to claim 7 characterized by

-2-



being what performs the above-mentioned gradation control by PWM or AM method.

[Claim 9] It is the liquid crystal display which is, equipped with claims 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 or a data driver given in

eight, and the data controller that processes an indicative data, and is characterized by the above-mentioned

data controller being what outputs data for the result of the above-mentioned processing to the above-

mentioned data driver through the above-mentioned data bus.

[Claim 10] the 3rd gradation control circuit where the above-mentioned data controller performs gradation control

to an indicative data — having — this — the liquid crystal display according to claim 9 characterized by being

what outputs the data obtained by gradation control by the 3rd gradation control circuit.

[Claim 11] The gradation control circuit of the above 3rd is a liquid crystal display according to claim 10

characterized by being what performs the above-mentioned gradation control by the FRC method.

[Claim 12] the gradation control by the gradation control circuit of the above 1st, the gradation control by the

gradation control circuit of the above 2nd, the gradation control by the gradation control circuit of the above 3rd,

and ** — the liquid crystal display according to claim 10 characterized by performing a gradation display by

combining at least two.

[Claim 13] The information processor characterized by having a liquid crystal display according to claim 10, 1 1, or

12.

[Translation done.]

* NOTICES *

JPO and NCI PI are not responsible for any

damages caused by the use of this translation.

1This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3;In the drawings, any words are not translated.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[Detailed Description of the Invention] .

- [0001] • - • - /".-

[Field of the Invention] This invention relates to the liquid crystal display and information processor which used a

data driver and this.

[0002]

[Description of the Prior Art] The liquid crystal display is strongly expected low-powerHzation not only for the

purpose of improvement in display quality but for the purpose of loading to a pocket mold device. Therefore,

display memory was built in the data driver LSI, and low-powerHzation was attained by low-speed-izing the

access frequency to the memory which stored the indicative data. Hereafter, such a conventional liquid crystal

display is explained using drawing 1

8

, drawing 19 , and drawing 20 .

[0003] The principal part block diagram of a liquid crystal display and drawing 20 of the system configuration Fig.

using the liquid crystal driver with built-in memory of the former [ drawing 18 ] and drawing 1

9

are block diagrams

with a detailed liquid crystal driver with built-in memory. What was shown here is a liquid crystal display which

drives the liquid crystal panel 109 of 320x480 dots using four data drivers LSI 107 of 1 60 outputs.

[0004] In drawing 1

8

, the address bus attached sign"101." the same — " — 102 — " — a data bus — " — 103

— " — a control signal — a line — " — 1 04 — " — CPU — " — 1 05 — " — memory — " — 1 06 — " — an

I/O device — " — 107 - one — " - " — 107 - four— " — display memory — having built— data — a driver -

- LSI — " — 108 — " — a scanning circuit — " — 109 — " — a liquid crystal panel — " — 110 — " — a

display— a synchronizing signal — ** — a signal line — pointing out— **** . In addition, the data driver LSI

-3 -



107-1 to 107-4 may only be genetically called the data driver LSI 107.

[0005] In drawing 1

9

and drawing 20 , the oscillator circuit for a display attached sign"201." It is the signal line

which similarly transmits the control signal with which "202" shows the power circuit of a liquid crystal driver, and

"203-1 "-"203-4" shows the arrangement location of the data driver LSI 107-1 to 107-4. Hereafter, a control

signal 203-1 to 203-4 may only be generically called a control signal 203. A line for a signal line for "204" to

transmit a display-control signal and "205" to supply the supply voltage for scanning circuits and "206" have

pointed out the line for supplying the supply voltage for data driver LSI107. The address administration circuit

where "207" performs address control corresponding to a control signal 203, A signal line for "208" to transmit

the column address obtained by address control by the address administration circuit 207, A signal line for "209"

to transmit the row address of the display memory which performed address control in the address address

administration circuit 207, The timing control circuit where "210" generates the various control signals of the

data driver LSI107 interior based on a control signal 103, A signal line for "211" to transmit the control signal

which controls I/O of an indicative data, A signal line for "212" to transmit the control signal which controls the

row address 218 for a display, A signal line for "213" to transmit the control signal which controls a selector 221,

A signal line for a signal line for "214" to transmit a latch signal and "215" to transmit the control signal which

controls alternating currentHzation of a liquid crystal drive, A signal line for the display address counter with

which "217" generates the display address, and "218" to transmit the row address for a display, the I/O buffer to

which "219" performs congruence directional control of data, and "220" have pointed out the data bus for

transmitting data. As for the selector as which "221 " chooses either the address for a display or the addresses

which have been sent from the system (CPU104 grade), and "222", the selector 221 has pointed out the signal

line for transmitting the row address chosen and outputted. The signal line for transmitting the selection signal

with which the column address decoder generated "223" and the column address decoder 223 generated "224",

and "225" point out the data selector of display memory 229, and "226" has pointed out the data bus of display

memory 229. "227" has pointed out the row address decoder. The display memory to which "229" holds an

indicative data (a memory cell, RAM), The signal line for transmitting the control signal with which "230" controls

the display data bus from display memory 229, and "231" controls FRO data, A signal line for the FRC data circuit

where "232" generates the data of FRC, and "233" to transmit FRC data, The FRC selector as which "234"

chooses FRC data corresponding to an indicative data 230, A data bus for "235" to transmit the indicative data

chosen by the FRC selector 234, The liquid crystal drive circuit which "236", the latch circuit to which "238"

latches an indicative data, "237", and "239" are based on a display data bus, and "240" is based on an indicative

data, and generates liquid crystal driver voltage, and "241" have pointed out the line for supplying liquid crystal

driver voltage.

[0006] The sign which gave a signal, data, etc. to the signal line which transmits the signal concerned etc., and the

bus may be attached and called into this specification, for example, the display synchronizing signal transmitted

through a signal line 110 — "display synchronizing signal 110 — " — it may call Moreover, the indicative data

transmitted through the display data bus 235 may be called "an indicative data 235."

[0007] Drive actuation of this liquid crystal display is explained using drawing 18 .

[0008] An indicative data is drawn by the display memory of the data driver LSI 107 from memory 105 or I/O

device 106 according to control by CPU104. Drawing actuation of the indicative data to the data driver LSI 107 is

performed by [ as being the following ] from this memory 105.

[0009] CPU104 performs the read cycle which once incorporates the data of memory 105 to the register of

CPU104 with outputting the lead address and a control signal to memory 105. Then, CPU104 performs the light

cycle which writes the data once incorporated to the register of CPU 104 with outputting the light address and a

control signal to the data driver LSI 107 in the display memory of the data driver LSI 107. CPU104 transmits the

indicative data of memory 1 05 to the display memory of the data driver LSI 1 07 by repeating this actuation, and

updates an indicative data (drawing).

[0010] Furthermore, detailed actuation of the data driver LSI 107 is explained using drawing 1

9

and drawing 20 .

[001 1] The arrangement location to a liquid crystal panel 109 is set up by the control signal 203 with which each



data driver LSI 107 shows the arrangement location of a panel, respectively.

[0012] For this reason; as for four data drivers LSI 107, any have judged whether it is accessed to the address

from CPU104 based on a control signal 203. If the light address from CPU104 is received, the address

administration circuit 207 will judge whether the address concerned is the address which the data driver LSI 107

to which oneself belongs takes charge of. When it is the address which the data driver LSI 107 to which oneself

belongs takes charge of as a result of a judgment, the address concerned is changed into the address (a column

address 208, row address 209) of display memory 229, and this is outputted to the column address decoder 223

and a selector 221.

[0013] At the time of the light cycle from CPU104, a selector 221 chooses a row address 209 and outputs this to

the row address decoder 227. Then, the row address decoder 227 chooses the gate line of the display memory

229 corresponding to the address. On the other hand, the column address decoder 223 is confirming the data

selector 225 corresponding to a column address 208, and chooses the data line of display memory 229. Thereby,

the light data 220 from I/O buffer 219 can be written in the predetermined address of display memory 229. An

indicative data is updated by repeating the above actuation (drawing).

[0014] The x2 bit (4 gradation) indicative data is held by one screen at display memory 229.

[0015] In the case of read-out of the indicative data from display memory 229, a selector 221 chooses the row

address (display address) 218 generated with the display address counter 217. Thereby, the indicative data of

every one line of the address specified by the display address 218 at that time is read one by one by the FRC

selector 234. This read-out is performed synchronizing with a Horizontal Synchronizing signal. The FRC selector

234 outputs the read indicative data to a latch circuit 236 as a 1-bit indicative data 235. A sequential transfer is

carried out by the latch circuit 236,238 as an indicative data 237,239, and this indicative data 235 is inputted into

the liquid crystal drive circuit 240. The liquid crystal drive circuit 240 generates the liquid crystal driver voltage

241 corresponding to this indicative data 239, and drives a liquid crystal panel 109.

[0016] A scanning circuit 108 confirms the gate line of one line of a liquid crystal panel 109 at a time one by one

synchronizing with this. A display will be performed by this.

[0017] In addition, a latch circuit is constituted in two steps (a latch circuit 236, latch circuit 238), and mediation

actuation when access (writing to display memory 229) and the display action (read-out from display memory 229)

from CPU104 compete is performed by controlling each timing of operation by the latch signal 214,215 here.

[0018]

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the Invention] By the way, the display of an animation is increasingly required with

development of a multimedia technique in recent years. In order to display an animation, the multi-gradation

display of 32 or more gradation will be indispensable practically. In order to display 1-pixel 32 gradation, 1-pixel a

5-bit indicative data is needed. And in order to realize this with the above-mentioned conventional technique, the

capacity of the memory built in the data driver LSI must be made to increase.

[0019] However, if the capacity of the memory to build in is made to increase, a chip size will increase, and it

becomes difficult to attain low-pricing. Moreover, although renewal of 30 or more frames is required for the

drawing data of an animation in 1 second, for that purpose, data must be transmitted for every frame, and high-

speed rewriting of memory becomes indispensable. If the number of gradation increases, in order for the amount

of data to also increase, therefore the number of gradation increases, as for rewriting, improvement in the speed

comes to be required further. Such improvement in the speed leads to increase of power consumption/ Thus, it

was difficult to realize low-power-izing and low cost-ization to ** with the conventional technique.

[0020] This invention aims at offering the liquid crystal display using the data driver and this which can respond to

a movie display, and an information processor, realizing low cost and a low power.

[0021]

[Means for Solving the Problem] In this invention, an animation controller is formed apart from a data driver, and

it is made to perform processing for animation processing and a liquid crystal multi-gradation display here. The

data processed through the display memory in a data driver are used for the display of a still picture. On the

other hand, the data sent from an animation controller are used for the display of an animation. By using it
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according to a viewing area, changing both, it can respond to an animation, without causing increase of power

consumption, and increase of the capacity of display memory. That is, in the still picture from which the djsplay

screen does not change -izing of the access frequency of display memory can be carried out [ low speed ] (if

every one line is read from display memory, access to display memory is sufficient for a level period at once). On

the other hand, it is not necessary to make the display memory capacity built in a data driver increase by making

it process for an animation controller by the movie display. Moreover, in order to process gradation control by the

animation controller, the number of gradation displays is not restricted by only the data driver. If the gradation

control by the data driver and the gradation control by the animation controller are combined, the number of

gradation displays can be made [ more ].

[0022] It will be as follows if the configuration of this invention is described more concretely.

[0023] In the data driver which outputs the liquid crystal driver voltage impressed to the data line of a liquid

crystal panel as the 1st mode of this invention according to the indicative data into which it is inputted from the

outside The data bus into which an indicative data is inputted from the exterior, and the address bus into which

the address is inputted from the exterior, It has an output bus for outputting the data read from the display

memory and this display memory for memorizing an indicative data. It once stores in the field on the above-

mentioned display memory which becomes settled based on the above-mentioned address into which the

indicative data inputted through the above-mentioned data bus was inputted through the above-mentioned

address bus. Then, the data-processing system which reads to the order which was able to define separately the

indicative data stored in this display memory, and is outputted through the above-mentioned output bus, A

selection means to choose either the output bus of the above-mentioned data-processing system or the above-

mentioned data buses, The data driver characterized by having a voltage-output means to output the iiquid

crystal driver voltage according to the data sent through the bus of the direction chosen by the above-mentioned

selection means is offered.

[0024] It is [ means / above-mentioned / selection ] desirable in it being what is constituted including the

selector which chooses either the above-mentioned data bus or the output bus of the above-mentioned data-

processing system according to the directions from the memory which stores the selection information used as

the criteria of selection, the directions circuit which outputs the selection directions according to the above-

mentioned selection information, and the above-mentioned directions circuit.

[0025] It is desirable in it being what the directions which choose the above-mentioned data bus issue during the

period when the data which should be outputted to the field where the above-mentioned selection information

:

specified the field on the above-mentioned liquid crystal panel, and the above-mentioned directions circuit was

specified by the above-mentioned selection information are sent through theabove-rmentioned data bus, and

takes out in the directions which choose the output bus of the above-mentioned data-processing system when

other.

[0026] The above-mentioned selection information may specify the field which displays the animation on the

above-mentioned liquid crystal panel.

[0027] the 1st gradation control circuit which performs gradation control based on the indicative data to which

the above-mentioned data-processing system was read from the above-mentioned display memory — having —
this — data after gradation control by the 1st gradation control circuit was performed may be outputted through

the above-mentioned output bus. -

[0028] The gradation control circuit of the above 1st may perform the above-mentioned gradation control by the

FRO method.

[0029] the 2nd gradation control circuit which performs gradation control based on the above-mentioned data

sent through the bus of the direction where the above-mentioned voltage-output means is chosen by the above-

mentioned selection means — having— this — the electrical potential difference obtained by gradation control

by the 2nd gradation control circuit may be outputted as the above-mentioned liquid crystal driver voltage.

[0030] The gradation control circuit of the above 2nd may perform the above-mentioned gradation control by

PWM or AM method.
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[0031] As the 2nd mode of this invention, it has the data driver of the 1st mode mentioned above, and the data

controller which processes an indicative data, and the liquid crystal display characterized by the above-mentioned

data controller being what outputs data for the result of the above-mentioned processing to the above-

mentioned data driver through the above-mentioned data bus is offered.

[0032] the 3rd gradation control circuit where the above-mentioned data controller performs gradation control to

an indicative data — having — this — it is desirable that it is what outputs the data obtained by gradation control

by the 3rd gradation control circuit.

[0033] The gradation control circuit of the above 3rd may perform the above-mentioned gradation control by the

FRC method.

[0034] the gradation control by the gradation control circuit of the above 1st, the gradation control by the

gradation control circuit of the above 2nd, the gradation control by the gradation control circuit of the above 3rd,

and ** — a gradation display may be performed by combining at least two.

[0035] The information processor characterized by having the liquid crystal display of the 2nd above-mentioned

mode as the 3rd mode of this invention is offered.

[0036] The operation of each mode mentioned above is explained collectively.

[0037] By the data-processing system, the indicative data inputted through the data bus is once stored in display

memory. The storing field at this time is appointed based on the address inputted through the address bus. Then,

it reads to the order which was able to define separately the indicative data stored in display memory, and

outputs through an output bus. In addition, when the data-processing system has the 1st gradation control circuit,

data after gradation control (for example, gradation control by the FRC method) by this 1st gradation control

circuit was performed to the indicative data read from display memory are outputted to an output bus.

[0038] A data controller outputs data for the result of having processed the indicative data to a data driver

through a data bus. In addition,.when the data controller has the 3rd gradation control circuit, the data obtained

by gradation control (for example, gradation control by the FRC method) by this 3rd gradation control circuit are

outputted.

[0039] A selection means chooses either the output bus of a data-processing system or the data buses.

According to the selection directions according to selection information which a directions circuit outputs, this

selection means is realizable because a selector chooses either a data bus or the output bus of a data-

processing system. When this selection information specifies the field on a liquid crystal panel (for example,

animation display field), a directions, circuit issues the directions which choose a data bus during the period when

the data which should be outputted to the field specified by this selection information are sent from a data

controller through a data bus. When other, the directions which choose the output bus of a data-processing

system are issued.

[0040] A voltage-output means outputs the liquid crystal driver voltage according to the data sent through the

bus of the direction chosen by the sielection means. In addition, when the voltage-output means has the 2nd

gradation control circuit, the electrical potential difference obtained by performing gradation control (for example,

gradation control by PWM or AM method) by this 2nd gradation control circuit to the inputted data is outputted

as liquid crystal driver voltage.

[0041]

[Embodiment of the Invention] The operation gestalt of this invention is explained using a drawing.

[0042] The liquid crystal display which is the 1st operation gestalt of this invention is explained using drawing 1

thru/or drawing 5 , drawing 10 , or drawing 15 .

[0043] First, an outline is explained using drawing 1 .

[0044] This liquid crystal display consists of the 320x480-pixel liquid crystal panel 309, the data driver LSI 307-1

to 307-4 and a scanning circuit 308, the animation controller 31 1, CPU304, memory 305, and I/O device 306. And

it connects between these each part by the address bus 301, the data bus 302, the control signal line 303, and

the display synchronizing signal line 310. In addition, in explanation after this, the data driver LSI 307-1 to 307-4

may only be generically called "the data driver LSI 307/' Moreover, the sign of a signal line which transmits the



signal concerned for a signal among this specification may be attached and called. For example, the display

synchronizing signal sent through the display synchronizing signal line 310 may be called "the display

synchronizing signal 310."

[0045] CPU304 has come to be able to carry out direct access to the display memory which the data driver LSI

307 builds in through an address bus 301 and a data bus 302. Moreover, the animation controller 31 1 cain access

the data driver LSI 307 now through an address bus 301 and a data bus 302 similarly. This updates an indicative

data by CPU304 and memory 305 about still picture data in this liquid crystal display (drawing). On the other hand,

about a video data, it is outputted to the data driver LSI 307 from the animation controller 31 1 . And the data

driver LSI 307 equips the interior with the information which shows an animation display field, changes the

indicative data (still picture data) sent from CPU304 grade, and the indicative data (video data) sent from the

animation controller 31 1 according to this information, and outputs it to a liquid crystal panel 309.

[0046] The description on the configuration for realizing such actuation is mainly in the data driver LSI 307. Then,

suppose after this that it explains focusing on the data driver LSI 307.

[0047] Each data driver LSI 307 is equipped with the display memory (memory cell 433) equipped with the

capacity which can hold the indicative data of 2 bits of each pixel by 240 lines only 1 60 ****. Therefore, a

1 60x240-pixel liquid crystal panel can be displayed with 4 gradation by one data driver LSI 307. Since a liquid

crystal panel 309 is 320x480 pixels, it arranges every (a total of four pieces) two of this data driver LSI 307 up

and down, and performs 2 screen drives of the upper and lower sides of every 240 lines.

[0048] The data driver LSI 307 is equipped with the address administration circuit 408, the timing control circuit

41 1 , I/O buffer 41 9, the display address counter 421 , a selector 423, the row address decoder 425, the FRC data

circuit 427, the column address decoder 429, a data selector 431, a memory cell 433, the FRC selector 435, the

selector 437, the shift register 439, the latch circuit 441, and the liquid crystal drive circuit 443 as shown in

drawing 2 and drawing 3 . Moreover, it has the various signal lines for connecting between these each part (or

between other circuit parts), and bus 420,432,434,442 grade.

[0049] In addition, the oscillator circuit 402 and power circuit 404 which were not being omitted and drawn in

drawing 1 are also drawn on this drawing 2 and drawing 3 .

[0050] The address administration circuit 408 changes the address 301 into a column address 409 and a row

address 410 based on a control signal 303,401. On the other hand, the address administration circuit 408 is

outputting the row address 410 for the column address 409 to the column address decoder 429 through a

selector 423 to the row address decoder 425. In addition, a control signal 401 is for specifying any are the

candidates for access at that time among four data drivers LSI 307.

[0051] The timing control circuit 41 1 generates the various control signals 41 2, 41 3, 41 4, 41 5, and

416,417,418,445 of the data driver LSI307 interior from a control signal 303 and the display synchronizing signal

310. The control signal 412 is outputted to I/O buffer 41 9 among these control signals. The control signal 413 is

outputted to the display address counter 421 . The control signal 41 4 is outputted to the selector 423. The control

signal 415 is outputted to the FRC data circuit 427. The shift clock 416 is outputted to the shift register 439. The

latch signal 417 is outputted to the latch circuit 441, and is used for controlling the timing which latches an

indicative data. The control signal 418 is outputted to the liquid crystal drive circuit 443, and is used for

controlling alternating current-ization of a liquid crystal drive. The control signal 445 is outputted to the selector

437, and is used for choosing either between two data buses (a data bus 436, data bus 302) connected to the

selector 437. In addition, the above-mentioned control signal 401 is inputted also into the timing control circuit

411.

[0052] This timing control circuit 41 1 is equipped with the register 41 10 with which the information which shows

the field where an animation is displayed on a liquid crystal panel 309 was stored. Moreover, the row address 422

which shows whether the indicative data corresponding to Rhine of what position on a liquid crystal panel 309

should be read from a memory cell 433 is then inputted into this timing control circuit 41 1 . The control signal 445

is generated based on the contents and the row address 422 of this register 41 10. That is, in the animation

display field, the control signal 445 is generated so that an indicative data 436 (still picture data) may be made to
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choose as a selector 437 an indicative data 302 (video data sent from the animation controller 31 1) by the still

picture viewing area on the other hand. Such a point is the focus of this operation gesta It max.

[0053] I/O buffer 419 controls I/O of an indicative data 302,420 according to a control signal 412.

[0054] The display address counter 421 generates the row address 422 for a display according to a control signal

413. This display address counter 421 is outputting this row address 422 to the timing control circuit 41 1 and the

selector 423.

[0055] A selector 423 chooses either the row address 422 for a. display or the row addresses 410 for drawing

according to a control signal 414. This selector 423 is outputting the selected one to the row address decoder

425 as a row address 424.

[0056] The row address decoder 425 generates the WORD selection signal 426 by decoding a row address 424,

and outputs this to the gate line of a memory cell 433.

[0057] The column address decoder 429 generates a selection signal 430 based on a column address 409. This

column address decoder 429 is outputting this selection signal 430 to the data selector 431.

[0058] A data selector 431 is choosing the data line of the data bus 432 of a memory cell 433 according to a

selection signal 430, and controls I/O of the indicative data 420 to a memory cell 433.

[0059] A memory cell 433 is the memory for storing temporarily an indicative data (still picture data), and consists

of RAM. The field set as the object of writing/read-out of the indicative data on this memory cell 433 can be

specified now based on an above-mentioned column address and an above-mentioned row address. The memory

cell 433 of this operation gestalt is equipped with the capacity which can hold the indicative data of 2 bits of each

pixel by 240 lines only 160 **** as mentioned above.

[0060] The FRC data circuit 427 and the FRC selector 435 are for performing the gradation display by the FRO

method. It is changing applied voltage (namely, display brightness) for every frame, and is the method which

displays the brightness of middle gradation as it is indicated in drawing 1

5

as an FRC gradation method (in the

example of drawing 1

5

; display brightness is changed by the odd frame and even frames). In case the FRC data

circuit 427 performs a gradation display with an FRC gradation method, it generates the required FRC data 428.

The generation timing of the FRC data 428 is determined according to the control signal 415. The FRC selector

435 performs processing (FRC control) which chooses 1 bit of FRC data corresponding to the 1 -pixel 2-bit
>

indicative data 434. The FRC selector 435 is outputting the data generated by FRC control to the selector 437 as

an indicative data 436.

[0061] the indicative data 302 (video data) into which the selector 437 is inputted as the indicative data 436 i (sti1l

picture data) from the animation controller 31 1, and .**. — inner either is chosen according to a control: signal 445.

That is, in this operation gestalt, by the time the indicative data sent through a data bus 302 results in a selector

437, the two roots will be prepared. The 1st root is after data bus 302 the root which results in a selector 437

through I/O buffer 419, a data selector 431, a memory cell 433, the FRC selector 435, and a data bus 436. The

2nd root is the root which connected the data bus 302 to the selector. 437 directly through the memory ceN 433

grade. During the period which should input the indicative data about the field beforehand set up as an animation

display field, the video data is inputted into the data bus 302 from the animation controMer 311. Still picture data

are inputted into the data bus 302 from CPU304 and the memory 305 grade during the period which should, on

the other hand, input the indicative data about the field beforehand set up as a quiescence viewing area. ,

,

Therefore, in a selector 437, either of the two roots from a data bus 302 to a selector 437 can be chosen now

according to an indicative data by choosing either of a data bus 436 and a data bus 302 according to a control

signal 445. This selector 437 is outputted to the shift register 439 by making into an indicative data 438 the

direction which carried out in this way and was chosen.

[0062] In addition, the concrete internal configuration of the selector 437 in this operation gestalt was shown in

drawing 4 .

[0063] A shift register 439 is a 8-bit bidirectional shift register, and is operating according to the shift clock

(control signal) 416.

[0064] A latch-circuit 441 latches an indicative data (getting it blocked and synchronizing with the display
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selection signal 407 of a scanning circuit 308) 440 according to a control signal 417. This latch circuit 441 is

outputting the latched data to the liquid crystal drive circuit 443 as an indicative data 442.

[0065] The liquid crystal drive circuit 443 generates the liquid crystal driver voltage 444 corresponding to an

indicative data 442.

[0066] An oscillator circuit 402 generates the display clock 403 for specifying display timing, and supplies it to a

scanning circuit 308.

[0067] A power circuit 404 generates and supplies liquid crystal panel driver voltage (the supply voltage 405 for

scanning circuit 308, supply voltage 406 for data driver LSI307).

[0068] Next, the display action in this operation gestalt is explained.

[0069] Explanation is divided into the display action of a still picture, and the display action of an animation, and is

performed.

[0070] what CPU304 reads and (read access) carries out the indicative data in memory 305 about a [display

action of still picture] still picture, and this is written in the memory cell 433 of the data driver LSI 307 for (light

access) — it is — the renewal of an indicative data (drawing) — it is carried out. Access to memory 433 is

performed at random. Access of CPU304 at this time is performed by the SRAM interface. The read/write timing

of a SRAM interface was shown in drawing 10 and drawing 1

1

. The address signal is transmitted through the

address bus 301 among the signals shown in drawing 10 and drawing 1

1

. The data signal is transmitted through

the data bus 302. Signals other than this are included in the control signal 303.

[0071] Hereafter, the writing of the indicative data to the memory ceil 433 of the data driver LSI 307 and read-

out of the indicative data from a memory cell 433 are explained.

[0072] First, the writing of the indicative data to a memory cell 433 is explained.

[0073] The read/write address from a system (CPU304 grade) is inputted into the address administration circuit

408 of the data driver LSI 307 through an address bus 301. As for the address administration circuit 408 of each

data driver LSI 307, based on a control signal 401, access at that time judges whether it is a thing to its data

driver LSI 307 which belongs, respectively. When it is access to the data driver LSI 307 to which oneself belongs

as a result of this judgment, the address 301 inputted at this time is changed into a column address 409 and a

row address 410.

[0074] The column address decoder 429 decodes this column address 409. A data selector 431 chooses the data

line of the corresponding address based on this decoding result.

[0075] On the other hand, a selector 423 chooses a row address 410 and outputs it to the row address decoder

425 as a row7address 424. The row address decoder 425 decodes this row address 424, and chooses one gate

line according to a decoding result. Thereby, CPU304 can access the predetermined bit on the memory cell 433

which becomes settled by the data line and the gate line which are then chosen, and can transmit an indicative

data to the predetermined address.

[0076] Next, read-out (display action) of the indicative data from a memory cell 433 is explained.

[0077] The FRO selector 435 changes into the 1-bit FRC data 436 the indicative data (data of 2 bits of each pixel

for one line) held at the memory cell 433.

[0078] By the way, the timing control circuit 41 1 is checking the contents and the row address 422 of a register

41 10, and knows displaying the still picture field at this time. Therefore, the timing control circuit 41 1 is outputting

a value as which a selector 437 chooses a data bus 436 as a control signal 445 at this time: According to this

control signal 445, a selector 437 chooses a data bus 436 and outputs the FRC data sent through this data bus

436 as an indicative data 438.

[0079] A shift register 439 latches an indicative data 438 a level period. The latch circuit 441 following this is the

following level period, latches the indicative data 440 which a shift register 439 outputs, and outputs it to the

liquid crystal drive circuit 443 as an indicative data 442. The liquid crystal drive circuit 443 chooses the liquid

crystal driver voltage 444 corresponding to this indicative data 442, and outputs it to a liquid crystal panel 309.

The output of the liquid crystal driver voltage 444 is outputted synchronizing with the scan selection electrical

potential difference 407 which a scanning circuit 308 generates, and, thereby, can realize the display for one line
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of a liquid crystal panel 309.

[0080] The display of a still picture is attained by repeating the above actuation.

[0081] In displaying a [display action of animation] animation, a multi-gradation display and the fast transfer of an

indicative data are needed in practice. Since the data driver LSI 307 of this operation gestalt corresponds to this,

it performs the following drawing actuation.

[0082] A video data performs animation expanding processing from animation compressed data by the animation

controller 31 1 and CPU304, and develops it to an indicative data. As for the developed indicative data, the

animation controller 31 1 performs FRC control.

[0083] By the way, the animation controller 31 1 is also equipped with the register (control register circuit 505 in

drawing 5 mentioned later) which stored the information which shows an animation field. The animation controller

31 1 can know whether the animation display field is then set as the object of display processing by checking the

contents of this register etc. When the animation display field is then set as the object of display processing, the

animation controller 31 1 performs above-mentioned FRC control. And the 1-bit FRC data of every one line

obtained as a result are sent to the data driver LSI 307 through a data bus 302 one by one.

[0084] It gets to know that it is an animation display field that the timing control circuit 41 1 of the data driver LSI

307 is also then set as the object of display processing by checking the contents and the row address 422 of a

register 41 10 similarly. Therefore, let the timing control circuit 41 1 be the value as which a selector 437 chooses

a data bus 302 for the control signal 445 at this time. Consequently, a selector 437 chooses the FRC data sent

from the animation controller 31 1 through a data bus 302, and is made to output them to a shift register 439. The

output of the liquid crystal driver voltage 444 based on this FRC data will be performed like the case of a still

picture after this.

[0085] Next, the timing of the animation data transfer to the data driver LSI 307 and the timing of processing

within the data driver LSI 307 of this video data are further explained to a detail using drawing 12 . drawing 13
,

and drawing 14 from the animation controller 31 1 .
>'

-

.

[0086] In explanation here, the field (n<m) from n lines of a liquid crystal panel 309 to m lines shall be set up as an

animation display field in the register 41 10 of the timing control circuit 41 1 (refer to drawing 12 ).

[0087] Animation display data of every one line are transmitted to the data driver LSI 307 from the animation

controller 31 1 through a data bus 302 at a serial. In drawing 1

3

, CL1 is a synchronizing signal showing a level

period, and is a signal included in the display synchronizing signal 310 (refer to drawing 2 and drawing 3 ).

[0088] The timing control circuit .41 1 is outputted to the display address counter 421 by making this CL1 into a

control signal 41 3; The display address counter421 counts this control signal 41 3 (CL1), and is outputting that

counted value to the selector 423 as a row address 422 for a display.

[0089] Although the selector 437 has changed the selection condition according to the control signal 445, the

selection condition has the counted value and the following relation of the display address counter 421. That is,

when the counted value of the display address counter 421 is n-1, the selector 437 has chosen the data. bus 436

(that is, FRC data obtained based on the indicative data of the n-1st line stored in the memory cell 433) (when it

is not an animation display field). When the counted value of the display address counter 421 is n, the selector

437 has chosen the data bus 302 (that is, indicative data sent from the animation controller 31 1) (when it is an

animation display field). Thus, in an animation display field, a selector 437 chooses a data bus 302 (indicative data

from the animation controller 31 1), and the indicative data of a memory cell 433 is chosen except an animation

display field.

[0090] Moreover, actuation of the animation controller 31 1 also has actuation and the following relation of a

selector 437 and the display address counter 421. That is, when the display counter 421 counts (n-1), the

animation controller 31 1 carries out the sequential transfer of the indicative data of the n-th line.

[0091] In the data driver LSI 307, the data (one line) of the n-th line with which the shift register 439 has been

sent from this animation controller 31 1 to the timing shown in drawing 1

4

are incorporated. That is, a shift register

439 is the shift clock 416 which synchronized with WE signal, and incorporates an indicative data 438 (the data of

the n-th line sent from the animation controller 31 1) by one line one by one (notes: at.this time, the. selector 437



is made into the condition of having chosen the data bus 302 as already stated). In addition, the transfer of the

indicative data from the animation controller 31 1 is performed synchronizing with WE signal (write enable signal) in

drawing 1

4

. A shift register 439 transmits the data incorporated to such timing to a latch circuit 441 as an

indicative data 440.

[0092] A latch circuit 441 latches this indicative data 440 synchronizing with the CL1 following signal* and

transmits it to the liquid crystal drive circuit 443 as an indicative data 442 (refer to drawing 1

3

). The liquid crystal

drive circuit 443 generates and outputs the liquid crystal driver voltage 444 according to this indicative data 442.

The output of the liquid crystal driver voltage 444 is outputted synchronizing with the scan selection electrical

potential difference 407 which a scanning circuit 308 generates, and, thereby, can realize the display for one line

of a liquid crystal panel 309.

[0093] A movie display becomes possible by repeating the above actuation.

[0094] The animation controller 31 1 is explained using drawing 5 .

[0095] The animation controller 31 1 elongates compressed data, such as MPEG, and reproduces an indicative

data. This animation controller 31 1 is equipped with the timing control circuit 501 , the I/O-hardware-control

circuit 502 which controls I/O, the address control circuit 503, the animation processing circuit 504, the control

register circuit 505, and the FRC control circuit 506 as it is shown in drawing 5 . Moreover, it has the signal lines

507, 508, and 509,510,51 1,512 and address bus 513,514 which connect these each part, and data buses 515, 516,

and 517,518,519,520.

[0096] The I/O-hardware-control circuit 502 is controlling I/O of the data signal which leads a data bus 302, and

I/O of the address signal which leads an address bus 301. The I/O-hardware-control circuit 502 outputs the

compressed data inputted through the data bus 302 to the animation processing circuit 504. Moreover, the

address signal inputted through the address bus 301 is outputted to the address control circuit 503.

[0097] The animation processing circuit 504 processes expanding of the inputted compressed data; playback, the

scaling that was adapted for the display size. And the indicative data obtained by this processing is outputted to

the FRC control circuit 506. The FRC control circuit 506 changes this indicative data into FRC data. This FRC

data is again returned to the I/O-hardware-control circuit 502 through the animation processing circuit 504 after

this:
1

[0098] The information which shows the animation display field then set up is stored in the control register circuit

505. The I/O-hardware-control circuit 502 is checking the contents of this control register circuit 505, and it gets

to know whether display processing to an animation field is then performed. And only when the display process to

an animation field is' performed, FRC data are outputted through a data bus 302. It is as relation with the timing of

the data driver LSI 307 of operation having been shown in above-mentioned drawing 13 and drawing 1

4

.

[0099] The timing of each part in the animation controller 31 1 of operation is adjusted based on the various

control signals 507 and 508,509,510,511 in which the timing control circuit 501 carries out a generation output

based on a control signal 303. Moreover, management of the address is made by the address control circuit 503.

[0100] In the liquid crystal display of this operation gestalt, the memory cell 433 with which the data driver LSI

307 is equipped is used only for the still picture display as explained above. Therefore, it is not necessary to

rewrite a memory cell 433 at a high speed, and low-power-izing is possible. Moreover, the animation controller is

performing FRC control for the gradation display in a movie display. Therefore, animation display (this operation

gestalt 32 gradation) of many gradation becomes realizable easily, without increasing the memory space of the

data driver LSI 307.

[0101] The liquid crystal display which is the 2nd operation gestalt of this invention is explained using drawing 6 ,

drawing 7 . drawing 10 or drawing 14 . and drawing 16 .

[0102] With the 2nd operation gestalt, pulse width modulation (PWM) is used as a gradation method.

[0103] This whole liquid crystal display configuration is the same as that of the 1st operation gestalt (refer to

drawing 1 ) except for the point of using the data driver 900 instead of the data driver 307. this — the description

in the 2nd operation gestalt is mainly in the data driver LSI 900. Then, suppose after this that it explains focusing

on the data driver LSI 900.
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[0104] Each data driver LSI 900 is equipped with the display memory (memory cell 933) equipped with the

capacity which can hold the indicative data of 2 bits of each pixel by 240 lines only 160.****. Therefore, a

1 60x240-pixel liquid crystal panel can be displayed with 4 gradation by one data driver LSI 900. Since. a liquid

crystal panel 309 is 320x480 pixels, it arranges every (a total of four pieces) two of this data driver LSI 900 up

and down, and performs 2 screen drives of the upper and lower sides of every 240 lines.

[0105] The data driver LSI 900 is equipped with the address administration circuit 908, the timing control circuit

91 1, I/O buffer 919, the display address counter 921, a selector 923, the row address decoder, 925, the column

address decoder 929, a data selector 931, a memory cell 933, the selector 937, the shift register 939, the latch

circuit 941 , and the liquid crystal drive circuit 943 as shown in drawing 6 and drawing 7 . Moreover, it has the

various signal lines for connecting between these each part (or between other circuit parts), and bus

920,932,934,942 grade.

[0106] In addition, the oscillator circuit 402 and power circuit 904 which were not being omitted and drawn in

drawing 1 are also drawn on this drawing 6 and drawing 7 .

[0107] The address administration circuit 908 changes the address 301 into a column address 909 and a row

address 910 based on a control signal 303,901. On the other hand, the address administration circuit 908 is

outputting the row address 910 for the column address 909 to the column address decoder 929 through a

selector 923 to the row address decoder 925. In addition, a control signal 901 is for specifying any are the

candidates for access at that time among four data drivers LSI 900.

[0108] The timing control circuit 911 generates the various control signals 912, 913, 914, 916, and

917,918,927,945 of the data driver LSI900 interior from a control signal 303 and the display synchronizing signal

907. The controlsignal 912 is outputted to I/O buffer 919 among these control signals. The control signal 913 is

outputted to the display address counter 921. The control signal 914 is outputted. to the selector 923. The control

signal (shift clock) 916 is outputted to the shift register 939. The control signal (latch signal) 917 is outputted to

the latch circuit. 941, and is used for controlling the timing which latches an indicative data. The control signal 918

is outputted to the liquid crystal drive circuit 943, and is used for controlling alternating current-ization of a liquid

crystal drive. The control signal 927 is outputted to the liquid crystal drive circuit 943, and is used for controlling

the timing of Pulse Density Modulation. The control signal 945 is outputted to the selector 937, and , is used for

this selector 937 choosing either between two data buses (a data bus 436, data bus 302) connected to the

selector 937. In addition, the above-mentioned control signal 901 is inputted also into the timing control circuit

911.- , - .. ... .... ...... .... . ......

[0109] This timing control circuit 911. is equipped with the register 91 10 with which the information which shows

the field where an animation is displayed on a liquid crystal panel 309 was stored. Moreover, the row address 922

which shows whether the indicative data corresponding to Rhine of what position on a liquid crystal panel 309

should be read from a memory cell 933 is then inputted into this timing control circuit 91 1. The above-mentioned

control signal 945 is generated based on the contents and the row address 922 of this register 91 10. That is, in

the animation display field, the control signal 945 is generated so that an indicative data 934 (still picture data)

may be made to choose as a selector 937 an indicative data 302 (video data sent from the animation controller

31 1) by the still picture viewing area on the other hand. Such a point is the focus of this operation gestalt max.

[0110] I/O buffer 919 controls I/O of an indicative data 302,920 according to a control signal 912.

[0111] The display address counter 921 generates the row address 922 for a display according to a control signal

913. This display address counter 921 is outputting this row address 922 to the timing control circuit 91 1 and the

selector 923.

[01 12] A selector 923 chooses either the row address 922 for a display or the row addresses 910 for drawing

according to a control signal 914. This selector 923 is outputting the selected one to the row address decoder

925 as a row address 924.

[01 13] The row address decoder 925 generates the WORD selection signal 926 by decoding a row address 924,

and outputs this to the gate line of a memory cell 933.

[0114] The column address decoder 929 generates a selection signal 930 based on the column address 909 which
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the address administration circuit 908 outputs. This column address decoder 929 is outputting this selection

signal 930 to the data selector 931.

[0115] A data selector 931 is choosing the data line of the data bus 933 of a memory ceil 933 according to a

selection signal 930, and controls I/O of the indicative data 920 to a memory cell 933.

[01 16] A memory cell 933 is the memory for storing temporarily an indicative data (still picture data), and consists

of RAM. The field set as the object of writing/read-out of the indicative data on this memory cell 933 can be

specified now based on an above-mentioned column address and an above-mentioned row address. The memory

cell 933 is equipped with the capacity which can hold the indicative data of 2 bits of each pixel by 240 lines only

1 60 **** as mentioned above.

[01 17] the indicative data 302 (video data) into which the selector 937 is inputted as the indicative data 934 (still

picture data) from the animation controller 31 1 , and ** — inner either is chosen according to a control signal 945.

That is, in this operation gestalt, by the time the indicative data sent through a data bus 302 results in a selector

937, the two roots will be prepared. The 1st root is after data bus 302 the root which results in a selector 937

through I/O buffer 919, a data selector 931, a memory cell 933, and a data bus 934. The 2nd root is the root

which connected the data bus 302 to the selector 937 directly through the memory cell 933 grade: During the

period which should input the indicative data about the field beforehand set up as an animation display field, the

video data is inputted into the data bus 302 from the animation controller 31 1. Still picture data are inputted into

the data bus 302 from CPU304 and the memory 305 grade during the period which should, on the other hand,

input the indicative data about: the field beforehand set up as a quiescence viewing area. Therefore; in a selector

937, either of the two roots from a data bus 302 to a selector 937 can be chosen now according to ah indicative

data by choosing either a data bus 934 or the data buses 302 according to a- control signal 945: This selector 937

is outputted to the shift register 939 by making into an indicative data 938 the direction which carried out in this

way and was chosen.

[01 18] In addition, the concrete internal configuration of the selector 937 in this operation gestalt is [ the selector

437 in the 1 st operation gestalt, and ] the same (refer to drawing 4 ).

[01 19] A shift register 939 is a 8-bit bidirectional shift register, and is operating according to a control signal 916.

[0120] A latch circuit 941 latches an indicative data (getting it blocked and synchronizing with the scan selection

signal 903 of a scanning circuit 902) 940 according to a control signal (latch signal) 91,7. This latch circuit 941 is

outputting the latched data to the liquid crystal drive circuit 943 as an indicative data 942. .

[0121] The liquid crystal drive circuit 943 generates the liquid crystal driver voltage 944 corresponding to an

indicative data '942 by pulse width modulation. Pulse width modulation is aW
potential-difference actual value given to liquid crystal by switching the electrical potential difference given to the

data electrode of a liquid crystal panel 309 during a selection period, and realizes a gradation display as it is

shown in drawing 16 . In the example of drawing 1

6

, the selection period was equally divided into three and 4

gradation displays are realized by switching the electrical potential difference given to a data electrode for every

period of this equally divided into three.
'

[0122] An oscillator circuit 402 generates the display clock 403 for specifying display timing, and supplies it to a

scanning circuit 902.
1

[0123] A power circuit 904 generates and supplies liquid crystal panel driver voltage (the supply voltage 405 of

902 for scanning circuits; supply voltage 906 for data driver LSI900).

[0124] In addition, the configuration and actuation of the animation controller 31 1 are the same as that of the 1st

operation gestalt fundamentally (refer to drawing 5 ). however — this — unlike the 1 st operation gestalt, FRC

data are used as data of 2 bits of each pixel with the 2nd operation gestalt The multi-gradation display is realized

by combining the gradation control by the FRC control which the animation controller 31 1 performs, and the

gradation control by the Pulse-Density-Modulation control which the data driver LSI 900 performs. If Pulse-

Density-Modulation control performs 4 gradation control and FRC control performs control of 12 or more

gradation, the display of 32 or more gradation is realizable with such combination.

[0125] Next, the display action in this operation gestalt is explained.
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[0126] Explanation is divided into the display action of a still picture, and the display action of an animation, and is

performed. <

[0127] About a [display action of still picture] still picture, CPU304 reads and (read access) carries out the

indicative data in memory 305, it is what this is written in the memory cell 933 of the data driver LSI 900 for (light

access), and renewal of an indicative data (drawing) is performed. Access to memory 933 is performed at random.

Access of CPU304 at this time is performed by the SRAM interface. The read/write timing of a SRAM interface is

as having been shown in drawing 10 and drawing 1

1

.

[0128] Hereafter, the writing of the indicative data to the memory cell 933 of the data driver LSI 900 and read-

out of the indicative data from a memory cell 933 are explained.

[0129] First, the writing of the indicative data to a memory cell 933 is explained.

[0130] The read/write address from a system (CPU304 grade) is inputted into the address administration circuit

908 of the data driver LSI 900 through an address bus 301. As for the address administration circuit 908 of each

data driver LSI 900, based on a control signal 901, access at that time judges whether it is a thing to its data

driver LSI 900 which belongs, respectively. When it is access to the data driver LSI 900 to which oneself belongs

as a result of this judgment, the address 301 inputted at this time is changed into a column address 909 and a

row address 910.

[0131] The column address decoder 929 decodes this column address 909. A data selector 931 chooses the data

line of the corresponding address based on this decoding result.

[0132] On the other hand, a selector 923 chooses a row address 910 and outputs it to the row address decoder

925 as a row address 924. The row address decoder 925 decodes this row address 924, and chooses one gate

line according to a decoding result. Thereby, CPU304 can access the predetermined bit on the memory cell 933

which becomes settled by the data line and the gate line which are then chosen, and can transmit an indicative

data to the predetermined address.

[01 33] Next, read-out (display action) of the indicative data from a memory cell 933 is explained.

[0134] The timing control circuit 91 1 is checking the contents and the row address 922 of a register 91 10, and

knows displaying the still picture field at this time. Therefore, the timing control circuit 911 is outputting a value

as which a selector 937 chooses a data bus 934 as a control signal 945 at this time. A selector 937 chooses a

data bus 934 according to this control signal 945, and outputs the data (2 bits of each pixel, and one line) read

from the memory cell 933 through this data bus 934 as an indicative data 938.

[0135] A shift register 939 latches an indicative data 938 a level period. The latch circuit 941 following this is the

following level period, latches the indicative data 940 which: a; shift register 939 outputs, and outputs it to the

liquid crystal drive circuit 943 as an indicative data 942. The liquid crystal drive circuit 943 outputs the liquid

crystal driver voltage 944 which performed Pulse-Density-Modulation (PWM) control according to this indicative

data 942 to a liquid crystal panel 309: The output of the liquid crystal driver voltage 944 is outputted

synchronizing with the scan selection signal 903 which a scanning circuit 902 generates, and, thereby, can realize

the display for one line of a liquid crystal panel 309.

[0136] The display of a still picture is attained by repeating the above actuation.

[0137] In displaying a [display action of animation] animation, a multi-gradation display and the fast transfer of an

indicative data are needed in practice. Since the data driver LSI 900 of this operation gestalt corresponds to this,

it performs the following drawing actuation.

[0138] A video data performs animation expanding processing from animation compressed data by the animation

controller 311 and CPU304, and develops it to an indicative data. As for the developed indicative data, the

animation controller 31 1 performs FRC control.

[0139] By the way, the animation controller 31 1 is also equipped with the register (control register circuit 505 in

drawing 5 ) which stored the information which shows an animation field. The animation controller 31 1 can know

whether the animation display field is then set as the object of display processing by checking the contents of

this register etc. When the animation display field is then set as the object of display processing, the animation

controller 31 1 performs above-mentioned FRC control. And the FRC data of every one line of 2 bits of each pixel
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obtained as a result are sent to the data driver LSI 900 through a data bus 302 one by one.

[0140] It gets to know that it is an animation display field that the timing control circuit 91 1 of the data driver LlSI

900 is also then set as the object of display processing by checking the contents and the row address 922 of a

register 91 10 similarly. Therefore, let the timing control circuit 91 1 be the value as which a selector 937 chooses

a data bus 302 for the control signal 945 at this time. Consequently, a selector 937 chooses the FRG data sent

from the animation controller 31 1 through a data bus 302, and is made to output them to a shift register 939. The

output of the liquid crystal driver voltage 444 to which this pulse width control was performed will be performed

like the case of a still picture after this. Thus, the display of 32 or more gradation is realizable by combining 4

gradation control by pulse width modulation, and 12 gradation control by the FRC gradation method.

[0141] Next, the timing of the animation data transfer to the data driver LSI 900 and the timing of processing

within the data driver LSI 900 of this video data are further explained to a detail using drawing 1

2

, drawing 13 ,

and drawing 14 from the animation controller 311.

[0142] In explanation here, the field (n<m) from n lines of a liquid crystal panel 309 to m lines shall be set up as an

animation display field in the register 41 10 of the timing control circuit 41 1 (refer to drawing 12 ).

[0143] The animation display data transfer from the animation controller 31 1 to the data driver 900 is the same as

that of the 1 st operation gestalt.

[0144] The animation display data of every one line of 2 bits of each pixel are transmitted to the data driver LSI

900 from the animation controller 31 1 through a data bus 302 at a serial. In drawing 13 , CL1 is a synchronizing

signal showing a level period, and is a signal included in the display synchronizing signal 907 (refer to drawing 6

and drawing 7 ).

[0145] The timing control circuit 91 1 is outputted to the display address counter 921 by making this CL1 into a

control signal 913. The display address counter 921 counts this control signal 913 (CL1), and is outputting that

counted value to the selector 923 as a row address 922 for a display.

[0146] Although the selector 937 has changed the selection condition according to the control signal 945, the

selection condition has the counted value and the following relation of the display address counter 921. That is,

when the counted value of the display address counter 921 is n-1, the selector 937 has chosen the data bus 934

(that is, the indicative data of the n-1st line stored in the memory cell 933) (when it is not an animation display

field). When the counted value of the display address counter 921 is n, the selector 937 has chosen the data bus

302 (that is, indicative data sent from the animation controller 31 1) (when it is an animation display field). Thus, in

an animation display field, a selector 937 chooses a data bus 302 (indicative data from the animation controller

311), and the indicative data of a memory cell 933 is chosen except an animation display field:

[0147] Moreover, actuation of the animation controller 311 also has actuation and the following relation of a

selector 937 and the display address counter 921. That is, when the display address counter 921 counts (n-1),

the animation controller 31 1 carries out the sequential transfer of the indicative data of the n-th line.

[0148] In the data driver LSI 900, the data (one line) of the n-th line with which the shift register 939 has been

sent from this animation controller 31 1 to the timing shown in drawing 14 are incorporated. That is, a shift register

939 is the shift clock 916 which synchronized with WE signal, and incorporates an indicative data 938 (the data of

the n-th line sent from the animation controller 31 1) by one line one by one (notes: at this time, the selector 937

is made into the condition of having chosen the data bus 302 as already stated). In addition, the transfer of the

indicative data from the animation controller 311 is performed synchronizing with WE signal (write enable signal) in

drawing 14 . A shift register 939 transmits the data incorporated to such timing to a latch circuit 941 as an

indicative data 940.

[0149] A latch circuit 941 latches this indicative data 940 synchronizing with the CL1 following signal, and

transmits it to the liquid crystal drive circuit 943 as an indicative data 942 (refer to drawing 1

3

). The liquid crystal

drive circuit 943 generates and outputs the liquid crystal driver voltage 944 which performed Pulse Density

Modulation corresponding to this indicative data 942 (2 bits of each pixel). The output of the liquid crystal driver

voltage 944 is outputted synchronizing with the scan selection signal 903 which a scanning circuit 902 generates,

and; thereby, can realize the display for one line of a liquid crystal panel 309.
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[0150] A movie display becomes possible by repeating the above actuation.

[0151] as having explained above — this — in the liquid crystal display of the 2nd operation gestalt, the memory

cell 933 with which the data driver LSI 900 is equipped is used only for the still picture display. Therefore, it is not

necessary to rewrite a memory cell 933 at a high speed, and low-powerHzing is possible. Moreover, the gradation

display in a movie display is realized by combining the FRC control by the animation controller, and the Pulse-

Density-Modulation control by the data driver. Therefore, animation display (this operation gestalt 32 gradation) of

many gradation becomes realizable easily, without increasing the memory space of the data driver LSI 900.

[0152] Next, the liquid crystal display which is the 3rd operation gestalt is explained using drawing 8 thru/or

drawing 14 , and drawing 1

7

.

[0153] With the 3rd operation gestalt, an electrical-potential-difference modulation technique (AM method) is

used as a gradation method.

[0154] This whole liquid crystal display configuration is the same as that of the 1st operation gestalt (refer to

drawing 1 ) except for the point using the data driver 1400 instead of the data driver 307. this — the description

in the 3rd operation gestalt is mainly in the data driver LSI 1400. Then, suppose after this that it explains focusing

on the data driver LSI 1 400.

[0155] Each data, driver LSI 1400 is equipped with the display memory (memory cell 1433) equipped with the

capacity which can hold the indicative data of each pixel triplet by 240 lines only 160 ****. Therefore, a 160x240-

pixel liquid crystal panel can be displayed with 8 gradation by one data driver LSI 1400. Since a liquid crystal panel

309 is 320x480 pixels, it arranges every (a total of four pieces) two of this data driver LSI 1 400 up and down, and

performs 2 screen drives of the upper and lower sides of every 240 lines.

[0156] The data driver LSI 1400 is equipped with the address administration circuit 1408, the timing control

circuit 1411, I/O buffer 1419, the display address counter 1421, a selector 1423, the row address, decoder 1425,

the column address decoder 1429, a data selector 1431, a memory cell 1433, the selector 1 437, the shift register

1439, the latch circuit 1441, and the liquid crystal drive circuit 1443 as shown in drawing 8 and drawing 9 .

Moreover, it has the various signal lines for connecting between these each part (or between other circuit parts),

buses 1420, 1432, and 1434, and 1442 grades.

[0157] In addition, the oscillator circuit 402 and power circuit 1404 which were not being omitted and drawn in

drawing 1 are also drawn on this drawing 8 and drawing 9 .

[0158] The address administration circuit 1408 changes the address 301 into a column address 1409 and a row

address 1410 based on control signals 303 and 1401, On the other hand, the address administration circuit 1408

is outputting the row address 1410 for the column address 1409 to the column address decoder 1429 through a

selector 1423 to the row address decoder 1425. In addition, a control signal 1401 is for specifying any are the

candidates for access at that time among four data drivers LSI 1 400.

[0159] The timing control circuit 1411 generates the various control signals 1412, 1413, 1414, 1416, 1417, 1418,

1427, and 1445 of the data driver LSI1 400 interior from a control signal 303 and the display synchronizing signal

1407. The control signal 1412 is outputted to I/O buffer 1419 among these control signals. The control signal

1413 is outputted to the display address counter 1421. The control signal 1414 is outputted to the selector 1423.

The control signal (shift clock) 1416 is outputted to the shift register 1439. The control signal (latch signal) 1417

is outputted to the latch circuit 1 441 , and is used for controlling the timing which latches an indicative data. The

control signal 1418 is outputted to the liquid crystal drive circuit 1443, and is used for controlling alternating

current-ization of a liquid crystal drive. The control signal 1 427 is outputted to the liquid crystal drive circuit 1 443,

and is used for controlling the timing of electrical-potential-difference modulation control. The control signal 1 445

is outputted to the selector 1437, and is used for this selector 1437 choosing either of the two data buses (a data

bus 436, data bus 302) connected to the selector 1 437. In addition, the above-mentioned control signal 1401 is

inputted also into the timing control circuit 141 1.

[0160] This timing control circuit 1411 is equipped with the register 14110 with which the information which

shows the field where an animation is displayed on a liquid crystal panel 309 was stored. Moreover, the row

address 1422 which shows whether the indicative data corresponding to Rhine of what position on a liquid crystal
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panel 309 should be read from a memory cell 1433 is then inputted into this timing control circuit 1411. The

control signal 1445 is generated based on the contents and the row address 1422 of this register 14110. That is,

in the animation display field, the control signal 1445 is generated so that an indicative data 1434 (still picture

data) may be made to choose as a selector 1437 an indicative data 302 (video data sent from the animation

controller 31 1) by the still picture viewing area on the other hand. Such a point is the focus of this operation

gestalt max.

[0161] I/O buffer 1419 controls I/O of indicative datas 302 and 1420 according to a control signal 1412.

[0162] The display address counter 1421 generates the row address 1422 for a display according to a control

signal 1413. This display address counter 1421 is outputting this row address 1422 to the timing control circuit

141 1 and the selector 1423.

[0163] A selector 1423 chooses either the row address 1422 for a display or the row addresses 1410 for drawing

according to a control signal 1414. This selector 1423 is outputting the selected one to the row address decoder

1 425 as a row address 1 424.

[0164] The row address decoder 1425 generates the WORD selection signal 1426 by decoding a row address 1424,

and outputs this to the gate line of a memory cell 1433.

[0165] The column address decoder 1429 generates a selection signal 1430 based on the column address 1409

which the address administration circuit 1408 outputs. This column address decoder 1429 is outputting this

selection signal 1430 to the data selector 1431.

[0166] A data selector 1431 is choosing the data line of the data bus 1432 of a memory cell 1433 according to a

selection signal 1 430, and controls I/O of the indicative data 1 420 to a memory cell 1 433.

[0167] A memory cell 1433 is the memory for storing temporarily an indicative data (still picture data), and

consists of RAM. The field set as the object of writing/read-out of the indicative data on this memory cell 1433

can be specified now based on an above-mentioned column address and an above-mentioned row address. The

memory cell 1433 is equipped with the capacity which can hold the indicative data of each pixel triplet by 240

lines only 1 60 **** as mentioned above.

[0168] the indicative data 302 (video data) into which the selector 1437 is inputted as the indicative data 1434

(still picture data) from the animation controller 31 1, and ** — inner either is chosen according to a control signal

1445. That is, in this operation gestalt, by the time the indicative data sent through a data bus 302 results in a

selector 1437, the two roots will be prepared. The 1st root is after data bus 302 the root which results in a

selector 1437 through I/O buffer 1419, a data selector 1431, a memory cell 1433, and a data bus 1434. The 2nd

root is. the root which connected the data bus 302 to the selector 1437 directly through the memory cell 1433

grade. During the period which should input the indicative data about the field beforehand set up as an animation

display field, the video data is inputted into the data bus 302 from the animation controller 31 1 . Still picture data

are inputted into the data bus 302 from CPU304 and the memory 305 grade during the period which should, on

the other hand, input the indicative data about the field beforehand set up as a quiescence viewing area.

Therefore, in a selector 1437, either of the two roots from a data bus 302 to a selector 1437 can be chosen now

according to an indicative data by choosing either a data bus 1434 or the data buses 302 according to a control

signal 1445. This selector 1437 is outputted to the shift register 1439 by making into an indicative data 1438 the

direction which carried out in this way and was chosen.

[0169] In addition, the concrete internal configuration of the selector 1437 in this operation gestalt is [ the

selector 437 in the 1 st operation gestalt, and ] the same (refer to drawing 4 ).

[0170] A shift register 1439 is a 12-bit bidirectional shift register, and is operating according to a control signal

(shift clock) 1416.

[0171] A latch circuit 1441 latches an indicative data (getting it blocked and synchronizing with the scan selection

signal 1403 of a scanning circuit 1402) 1440 according to a control signal (latch signal) 1417. This latch circuit

1441 is outputting the latched data to the liquid crystal drive circuit 1443 as an indicative data 1442.

[0172] The liquid crystal drive circuit 1443 generates the liquid crystal driver voltage 944 corresponding to an

indicative data 1 442 by the electrical-potential-difference modulation technique. An electrical-potential-
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difference modulation technique is giving the halftone electrical potential difference according to gradation data to

the data electrode of a liquid crystal panel 309, and is a method which controls the electrical-potential-difference

actual value given to liquid crystal, and realizes a gradation display as it is shown in drawing 17 . In an electrical-

potential-difference modulation technique, since the electrical potential differences given to a non-selection

period differ with the gradation of an indicative data, a halftone electrical potential difference is set up so that

electrical-potential-difference actual value may become fixed at two frames (refer to drawing 17 ). This liquid

crystal drive circuit 1443 is enabling 8 gradation displays by the electrical-potential-difference modulation.

[0173] An oscillator circuit 402 generates the display clock 403 for specifying display timing, and supplies it to a

scanning circuit 1402.

[0174] A power circuit 1404 generates and supplies liquid crystal panel driver voltage (the supply voltage 405 of

1402 for scanning circuits, supply voltage 1406 for data driver LSI1400).

[0175] In addition, the configuration and actuation of the animation controller 31 1 are the same as that of the 1st

operation gestalt fundamentally (refer to drawing 5 ). however— this — unlike the 1st operation gestalt, FRC

data are used as the data of each pixel triplet with the 3rd operation gestalt The multi-gradation display is

realized by combining the gradation control by the FRC control which the animation controller 31 1 performs, and

the gradation control by the electrical-potential-difference modulation control which the data driver LSI 1400

performs. If electrical-potential-difference modulation control performs 8 gradation control and FRC control

performs control of 6 or more gradation, the display of 32 or more gradation is realizable with such combination.

[0176] Next, the display action in this operation gestalt is explained.

[01 77] Explanation is divided into the display action of a still picture, and the display action of an animation, and is

performed.

[0178] About a [display action of still picture] still picture, CPU304 reads and (read access) carries out the

indicative data in memory 305, it is what this is written in the memory cell 1433 of the data driver LSI 1400 for

(light access), and renewal of an indicative data (drawing) is performed. Access to memory 1433 is performed at

random. Access of CPU304 at this time is performed by the SRAM interface. The read/write timing of a SRAM

interface is as having been shown in drawing 10 and drawing 11 .

[0179] Hereafter, the writing of the indicative data to the memory cell 1433 of the data driver LSI 1400 and read-

out of the indicative data from a memory cell 1433 are explained.

[0180] First, the writing of the indicative data to a memory cell 1433 is explained.

[0181] The read/write address from a system (CPU304 grade) is inputted into the address administration circuit

1408 of the data driver LSI 1 400 through ah address bus 301 . As for the address administration circuit 1408 of

each data driver LSI 1400, based on a control signal 1401, access at that time judges whether it is a thing to its

data driver LSI 1400 which belongs, respectively. When it is access to the data driver LSI 1400 to which oneself

belongs as a result of this judgment, the address 301 inputted at this time is changed into a column address 1409

and a row address 1410.

[0182] The column address decoder 1429 decodes this column address 1409. A data selector 1431 chooses the

data line of the corresponding address based on this decoding result.

[0183] On the other hand, a selector 1423 chooses a row address 1410 and outputs it to the row address

decoder 1425 as a row address 1424. The row address decoder 1425 decodes this row. address 1424, and

chooses one gate line according to a decoding result. Thereby, CPU304 can access the predetermined bit on the

memory cell 1433 which becomes settled by the data line and the gate line which are then chosen, and can

transmit an indicative data to the predetermined address.

[0184] Next, read-out (display action) of the indicative data from a memory cell 1433 is explained.

[0185] The timing control circuit 141 1 is checking the contents and the row address 1422 of a register 141 10, and

knows displaying the still picture field at this time. Therefore, the timing control circuit 1 41 1 is outputting a value

as which a selector 1437 chooses a data bus 1434 as a control signal 1445 at this time. A selector 1437 chooses

a data bus 1434 according to this control signal 1445, and outputs the data (each pixel triplet and one line) read

from the memory cell 1433 through this data bus 1434 as an indicative data 1438.
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[0186] A shift register 1439 latches an indicative data 1438 a level period. The latch circuit 1441 following this is

the following level period, latches the indicative data 1440 which a shift register 1439 outputs, and outputs it to

the liquid crystal drive circuit 1443 as an indicative data 1442. The liquid crystal drive circuit 1443 outputs the

liquid crystal driver voltage 1444 which performed electrical-potentiaHdifference modulation (AM) control

according to this indicative data 1442 to a liquid crystal panel 309. The output of the liquid crystal driver voltage

1444 is outputted synchronizing with the scan selection signgl 1403 which a scanning circuit 1402 generates, and,

thereby, can realize the display for one line of a liquid crystal panel 309.

[0187] The display of a still picture is attained by repeating the above actuation.

[0188] In displaying a [display action of animation] animation, a multi-gradation display and the fast transfer of an

indicative data are needed in practice. Since the data driver LSI 1400 of this operation gestalt corresponds to this,

it performs the following drawing actuation.

[0189] A video data performs animation expanding processing from animation compressed data by the animation

controller 311 and CPU304, and develops it to an indicative data. As for the developed indicative data, the

animation controller 31 1 performs FRC control.

[0190] By the way, the animation controller 311 is also equipped with the register (control register circuit 505 in

drawing 5 ) which stored the information which shows an animation field. The animation controller 31 1 can know

whether the animation display field is then set as the object of display processing by checking the contents of

this register etc. When the animation display field is then set as the object of display processing, the animation

controller 31 1 performs above-mentioned FRC control. And the FRC data of every one line of each pixel triplet

obtained as a result are serially sent to the data driver LSI 1400 through a data bus 302 one by one.

[01 91] It gets to know that it is an animation display field that the timing control circuit 1 41 1 of the data driver

LSI 1400 is also then set as the object of display processing by checking the contents and the row. address 1422

of a register 1 41 10 similarly. Therefore, let the timing control circuit 1411 be the value as which a selector 1 437

chooses a data bus 302 for the control signal 1445 at this time. Consequently, a selector 1437 chooses the FRC

data sent from the animation controller 31 1 through a data bus 302, and is made to output them to a shift register

1439. The output of the liquid crystal driver voltage 444 to which this electrical-potential-difference modulation

control was performed will be performed like the case of a still picture after this. Thus, the display of 32 or more

gradation is realizable by combining 8 gradation control by the electrical-potential-difference modulation

technique, and the control of 6 or more gradation by the FRC gradation method.

[01 92] Next, the timing of the animation data transfer to the data driver LSI 1 400 and the timing of processing

within the data driver LSI 1 400"of this video data are further explained to a detail using drawing 12 , drawing 13 ,

and drawing 14 from the animation controller 311.

[0193] In explanation here, the field (n<m) from n lines of a liquid crystal panel 309 to m lines shall be set up as an

animation display field in the register 41 1 0 of the timing control circuit 41 1 (refer to drawing 12 ).

[0194] The animation display data transfer from the animation controller 31 1 to the data driver 1400 is the same

as that of the 1 st operation gestalt.

[01 95] The animation display data of every one line of each pixel triplet are transmitted to the data driver LSI

1400 from the animation controller 311 through a data bus 302 at a serial. In drawing 1

3

, CL1 is a synchronizing

signal showing a level period, and is a signal included in the display synchronizing signal 1407 (refer to drawing 8

and drawing 9 ).

[0196] The timing control circuit 141 1 is outputted to the display address counter 1421 by making this CL1 into a

control signal 1413. The display address counter 1421 counts this control signal 1413 (CL1), and is outputting that

counted value to the selector 1423 as a row address 1422 for a display.

[0197] Although the selector 1437 has changed the selection condition according to the control signal 1445, the

selection condition has the counted value and the following relation of the display address counter 1421. That is,

when the counted value of the display address counter 1421 is n-1, the selector 1437 has chosen the data bus

1434 (that is, the indicative data of the n-1st line stored in the memory cell 1433) (when it is not an animation

display field). When the counted value of the display address counter 1421 is n, the selector 1437 has chosen the
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data bus 302 (that is, indicative data sent from the animation controller 311) (when it is an animation display field).

Thus, in an animation display field, a. selector 1437 chooses a data.bus 302 (indicative data from the. animation

controller 31 1), and the indicative data of a memory cell 1433 is chosen except an animation display field.

[0198] Moreover, actuation of the animation controller 311 also has actuation and the following relation of a

selector 1437 and the display address counter 1421. That is, when the display address counter 1421 counts (n-1),

the animation controller 31 1 carries out the sequential transfer of the indicative data of the n-th line.

[0199] In the data driver LSI 1400, the data (one line) of the n-th line with which the shift register 1439 has been

sent from this animation controller 31 1 to the timing shown in drawing 1

4

are incorporated. That is, a shift register

1439 is the shift clock 1416 which synchronized with WE signal, and incorporates an indicative data 1438 (the

data of the n-th line sent from the animation controller 31 1) by one line one by one (notes: at this time, the

selector 1437 is made into the condition of having chosen the data bus 302 as already stated). In addition, the

transfer of the indicative data from the animation controller 31 1 is performed synchronizing with WE signal (write

enable signal) in drawing 14 . A shift register 1 439 transmits the data incorporated to such timing to a latch circuit

1441 as an indicative data 1440.

[0200] A latch circuit 1441 latches this indicative data 1440 synchronizing with the CL1 following signal, and

transmits it to the liquid crystal drive circuit 1443 as an indicative data 1442 (refer to drawing 1

3

). The liquid

crystal drive circuit 1443 generates and outputs the liquid crystal driver voltage 1444 which performed the

electrical-potential-difference modulation corresponding to this indicative data 1442 (each pixel triplet). The

output of the liquid crystal driver voltage 1444 is outputted synchronizing with the scan selection signal 1403

which a scanning circuit 1402 generates, and, thereby, can realize the display for one line of a liquid crystal panel

309.

[0201] A movie display becomes possible by repeating the above actuation.

[0202] as having explained above — this — in the liquid crystal display of the 3rd operation gestalt, the memory

cell 1 433 with which the data driver LSI 1 400 is equipped is used only for the still picture display. Therefore, it is

not necessary to rewrite a memory cell 1 433 at a high speed, and low-power-izing is possible. Moreover, the

gradation display in a movie display is realized by combining the FRC control by the animation controller, and the

electrical-potential-difference modulation control by the data driver. Therefore, animation display (this operation

gestalt 32 gradation) of many gradation becomes realizable easily, without increasing the memory space of the

data driver LSI 1 400.

[0203] the 1- described above ^- with the 3rd operation gestalt, although the number of outputs of a data driver

was set to 160, the number of outputs is; not limited to this. It can respond easily only by changing the

configuration of memory, an output circuit, etc. corresponding to the number of outputs. Moreover, other

combination of gradation control of FRC t Pulse Density Modulation, and an electrical-potential-difference

modulation can respond easily.

[0204] The configuration of the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd operation gestalt mentioned above may be combined,

respectively. For example, it may be made to perform gradation control by a total of three places of location [just

behind a memory cell ], animation controller, and liquid crystal drive circuit **.

[0205] If the data driver and liquid crystal display which were described above are used, power consumption will

be small and the possible information processor of a multi-gradation display and a movie display will be obtained.

[0206] With the "data bus" said in a claim, it is equivalent to a data bus 302 in an above-mentioned operation

gestalt. With an "address bus", it is equivalent to an address bus 301. It is equivalent to the address

administration circuit 408 (908 1408), the column address decoder 429 (929 1429), a selector 431 (931 1431), I/O

buffer 419 (919 1419), a memory cell 433 (933 1433), the row address decoder 425 (925 1425), a selector 423

(923 1423), a data bus 436 (934 1434), etc. at a "data-processing system." With "display memory", it is

equivalent to a memory cell 433 (933 1433). With an "output bus", it is equivalent to a data bus 436 (934 1434).

With "the 1st gradation control circuit", it is equivalent to the FRC data circuit 427 and the FRC selector 435.

With a "selection means", it is equivalent to the timing control circuit 41 1 (911 141 1), a selector 437 (937 1437),

the display address counter 421 (921 1421), etc. "memory" — a register 41 10 (91 10 141 10) — moreover,
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"selection information" is equivalent to the setting information which shows the animation field stored in these

registers 41 10 (91 10 141 10). With a "directions circuit", it is equivalent to a timing control circuit (911 .1411) and

the display address counter 421 (921 1421). With "selection directions", it is equivalent to a control signal 445

(945 1445): It is [ "selector" ] equivalent to a shift register 439 (939 1439), a latch circuit 441 (941 1441), and. the

liquid crystal drive circuit 443 (943 1443) with a selector 437 (937 1437) "a voltage-output means."' With "the 2nd

gradation control circuit", it is equivalent to the part about the gradation control included in the liquid crystal

drive circuit 943 (1443). With a "data controller", it is equivalent to the animation controller 31 1. With "the 3rd

control circuit", it is equivalent to the FRC control circuit 506.

[0207] However, the definition which each part of the above cooperates closely mutually, operates, and was

described here is not strict.

[0208]

[Effect of the Invention] According to this invention, a multi-gradation display and a movie display are possible,

without making the display memory capacity built in a data driver increase as explained above. Moreover, since

display memory is built in the data driver, the access frequency of display memory can be low-speed-ized about a

still picture (it is 1 time to a level period). Therefore, low cost and low-power-ization can be reconciled. Since the

number of gradation displays carries out FRC control by the external controller, it can be set as arbitration

regardless of the data driver LSI. If the data driver of this invention and a liquid crystal display are used, power

consumption will be small and the possible information processor of a multi-gradation display and a movie display

will be obtained.

[Translation done.]

* NOTICES *

JP0 and NCIPI are not responsible for any

damages caused by the use of this translation.

fThis document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.1n the drawings, any words are not translated.

DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[Brief Description of the Drawings]

[Drawing 1] It is the block diagram showing the whole liquid crystal display configuration which is the 1st

operation gestalt of this invention. '
-

fDrawing 2] It is the block diagram showing the detailed configuration of the principal part of a liquid crystal

display.
-

[Drawing 3] It is the block diagram showing the detailed configuration of the data driver LSI 307.

[Drawing 4] It is the circuit diagram showing the internal configuration of a selector 437.

[Drawing 5] It is the block diagram showing the internal configuration of the animation controller 31 1.

[Drawing 6] It is drawing showing the configuration of the principal part of the liquid crystal display in the 2nd

operation gestalt of this invention.

[Drawing 7] It is drawing showing the configuration of the data driver LSI 900.

[Drawing 8] It is drawing showing the configuration of the principal part of the liquid crystal display in the 3rd

operation gestalt of this invention.

[Drawing 9] It is drawing showing the internal configuration of the data driver LS1 1400.

[Drawing 101 It is drawing showing the memory light timing of a SRAM interface.

[Drawing 11] It is drawing showing the memory lead timing of a SRAM interface.
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fDrawing 1 2] It is drawing showing the thing animation display field in a liquid crystal panel 309.

fDrawing 13] It is drawing showing the animation display data transfer timing from the animation controller 31 1 to

the liquid crystal driver 307 (900 1400).

[Drawing 14] It is drawing showing the transfer timing of the indicative data based on a shift register 439 (939

1439).

fDrawing 15] It is drawing showing an FRC gradation method.

[Drawing 1 6] It is drawing showing a Pulse-Density-Modulation gradation method.

[Drawing 17] It is drawing showing an electrical-potential-difference modulation gradation method.

fDrawing 18] It is the block diagram of the conventional liquid crystal , display.

fDrawing 1 9] It is the block diagram of the principal part of the liquid crystal display of the conventional technique.

fDrawing 20] It is. the block diagram of the data driver of the conventional technique.

[Description of Notations]

[ Drawing 1 ] 301 [— CPU, 305 / — Memory, 306 /— An I/O device, 307 / — A data driver, 308 / — A

scanning circuit, 309 / — A liquid crystal panel, 310 / — A display synchronizing signal, 31 1 / — Animation

controller ] — An address bus, 302 — A data bus (indicative data), 303 — A control signal, 304

[ Drawing 2 and drawing 3 ] 401 — A control signal, 402 — An oscillator circuit, 403 — Display clock, 404 [
—

Scan selection signal, ] — A power circuit, 405 — Supply voltage, 406 — Supply voltage, 407 408 — A address

administration circuit, 409— A column address, 410 — Row address, 41 1 — A timing control circuit, 412 — A

control signal, 413 — Control signal, 414 [ — Control signal (latch signal), ] — A control signal, 415 — A control

signal, 41 6 — A shift clock, 417 418 — A control signal, 41 9 — An I/O buffer, 420 — Data bus, 421 — A display

address counter, 422 — A row address, 423 — Selector, 424 — A row address, 425 — A row address decoder,

426 — Selection signal, 427 — An FRC data circuit, 428 — FRC data, 429 — Column address decoder, 430 — A

selection signal, 431 — A data selector, 432 — Data bus, 433 — A memory cell, 434— A data bus (indicative

data), 435 — FRC selector, 436 — A data bus (indicative data), 437 — A selector, 438 — Data bus (indicative

data), 439 [— A data bus (indicative data), 443 / — A liquid crystal drive circuit. 444 / — Liquid crystal driver

voltage, 445 / — A control signal, 41 10 / — Register ] — A shift register, 440 — A data bus (indicative data),

441 — A latch circuit, 442

[ drawing 5 ] a 501 — timing control circuit, a 502 — I/O-hardware-control circuit, and 503 — an address

control circuit, a 504 — animation processing circuit, a 505 — control register circuit, and 506 — an FRC control

circuit, a 507 — control signal, a 508 — control signal, and 509 — a control signal, a 510 — control signal, a 51

1

— control signal, and 512 — a control signal (register latch signal), a 513 — address bus, a 514 — address bus,

and 515 a data bus, a 51 6 — data bus, a 51 7 — data bus, and 518 a data bus, a 51 9 — data bus, and

a 520 — data bus

[ Drawing 6 and drawing 7 ] 900 — A data driver, 901 — A control signal, 902 — Scanning circuit, 903 [
—

Supply voltage, ] — A scan selection signal, 904 — A power circuit, 1405 — Supply voltage, 1406 907 — A

display synchronizing signal, 908 — A address administration circuit, 909 — Column address, 910 — A row

address, 911 — A timing control circuit, 912 — Control signal, 913 — A control signal, 914 — A control signal,

916 — Control signal (shift clock), 917 — A control signal (latch signal), 918 — A control signal, 919 — I/O buffer,

920 — A data bus, 921 — A display address counter, 922 — Row address, 923 — A selector, 924 — A row

address, 925 — Row address decoder, 926 — A WORD selection signal, 927 — A control signal, 929 — Column

address decoder, 930 [— Memory cell, ] — A selection signal, 931 — A selector, 932 — A data bus, 933 934 [
-

- Shift register, ] — A data bus, 937 — A selector, 938 — A data bus, 939 940 [— A liquid crystal drive circuit,

944 / — Liquid crystal driver voltage, 945 / — A control signal, 91 10 / — Register ] — A data bus (indicative

data), 941 — A latch circuit, 942 — A data bus (indicative data), 943

t Drawing 8 and drawing 9 ] 1400 — A data driver, 1401 — A control signal, 1402 — Oscillator circuit, 1403 — A

scan selection signal, 1404 — A power circuit, 1405 — Supply voltage, 1406 — Supply voltage, 1407 — A display

synchronizing signal, 1408 — Address administration circuit, 1409 — A column address, 1410 — A row address,

141 1 — Timing control circuit, 1412 [— Control signal (shift clock), ] — A control signal, 1413 — A control
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signal, 1414 — A control signal, 1416 1417 — A control signal (latch signal), 1418 — A control signal, 1419 — I/O

buffer/1420 — A data bus, 1421 — A display address counter, 1422 — Row address, 1423 — A selector, 1424 -

- A row address, 1425 — Row address decoder, 1426 — A WORD selection signal; 1427 —, A control signal, 1429

—1 Column address decoder, 1430 — A selection signal, 1431 — A data selector, 1432 — Data bus, 1433 — A .

memory cell, 1434 — A data bus, 1437 — Selector, 1438 [ — A latch circuit, 1442 / — A data bus, 1443 / — A

liquid crystal drive circuit, 1444 / — Liquid crystal driver voltage, 1445 / — A control signal, 14110 / —
Register ] — A data bus (indicative data), 1439 — A shift register, 1440 — A/data bus, 1441

r Drawing 18 3 101 [— CPU, 105 / — Memory, 106 / — An I/O device, 107 / — A data driver, 108 / — A

scanning circuit, 109 / — A liquid crystal panel, 110/ — Display synchronizing signal ] — An address bus, 102 —
A data bus, 103 — A control signal line (control signal), 104

[ Drawing 19 and drawing 20 J 201 — The oscillator circuit for a display, 202 — A power circuit, 203 — Control

signal line, 204 [ — Address administration circuit, ] — A display-control signal line, 205 — Supply voltage, 206 -

- Supply voltage, 207 208 — A column address, 209 — A row address, 210 — Timing control circuit, 21 1 I —
- Control signal (latch signal), ] — A control signal, 212 — A control signal, 213 — A control signal, 214 215 — A

control signal (latch signal), 216 — A control signal, 217 — Display address counter,' 21 8 =— A row address, 219 -

- An I/O buffer, 220 — Data bus, 221 — A selector, 222 — A row address, 223v4 Column address decoder, 224

- A selection signal, 225 — A data selector, 226 — Data bus, 227 — A row address decoder, 228 — A WORD
selection signal, 229 — Memory cell, 230 — A data bus (indicative data), 231 — A control signal, 232 — FRC

data circuit, 233 [ — A latch circuit, 237 / — A data bus, 238 /"—A latch circuit, 239 / — A data bus, 240 / —
A liquid crystal drive circuit, 241 / — Liquid crystal driver voltage ] — FRC data, 234— An FRC selector, 235 —
A display data bus, 236

[Translation done.]
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